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ABSTRACT
”An experimental investigation of the notion of flexible 
molecules in the liquid state by light scattering.
John M Bagshaw
Depolarised light scattering is used to investigate the notion 
of flexible molecules in the liquid state. The spectra obtained are 
separated into a high frequency component associated with collisional 
motion, and a low frequency component associated with reorientation.
The high frequency component is separated from spectra for the 
n-alkanes. The time scale and collision induced anisotropy is such 
that this component is interpreted as being due to interactions 
between chain ends.
The low frequency component is examined for n-alkanes, both pure 
liquids and solutions in CC1¿, the n-alcohols. ^  tha i ^ r ,  
224-triisethyl pentane. For ÍEhe low viscosity liquids this cois^nent 
is Lotentsian. For the higher viscosity liquid» th« 
modified by shear rotational coupling and exhibits a dip, the “«Pth 
of which is related to the coupling parameter R.
one obtains molecular reorientation times and in addition for the high« 
viscosity liquids values of R. g
The values of R are a weakly increasing function of cl^in length 
and almost independent of temperature. For pentadecane solutions in 
CCle, R is almost linear with concentration, in agreement with theory 
and observations for rigid molecules.
The reorientation times are interpreted using the Stokes 
Einstein relation. The Stokes Einstein volumes are interpreted as the 
quantity GapV where V is the molecular volume, o and p are associated 
with molecular shape and hydrodynamics and G with orientational 
correlation.
An attempt is made to separate Gop by solution measurements. The 
results indicate that a simple separation may not be possible for 
flexible molecules, G, o and p being independent functions of 
concentration and temperature.
For the shorter alkanes the results suggest that the more globular 
the molecule, the more it rotates within its cavity in the liquid, 
interacting less with surroundings, than hydrodynamics would 
This is substantially confirmed by the Stokes Einstein volume obtained
for 224-trimethyl pentane.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
Recently, (1) there has been • greet deal of interest in the 
molecular dynamics of short chain polymer molecules. Due to the 
complexity of the individual motions of the constituent atoms, an 
adequate description of the motions of these molecules has yet to be 
obtained. Early theoretical work, (2), (3) has covered the dynamics 
of both small rigid molecules, and large polymer molecules, whilst the 
intermediate region has always been difficult to describe. The 
purpose of this work has been to obtain some experimental evidence 
about the details of these molecular motions and to relate the data 
obtained to simple theory in such a way that useful information may be 
supplied to aid the development of further theory.
The technique which we have used to investigate these molecular 
motions is depolarised Rayleigh light scattering. In this technique a 
collimated beam of light from a laser source enters and passes through 
a sample of liquid. The incident light is vertically polarised. Light 
is scattered in all directions from the incident beam. The light 
scattered at right angles to the incident beam may be separated into 
two polarisation states, one vertically polarised, the other horisont- 
ally polarised. The horisontally polarised component is of much 
smaller intensity than the vertically polarised component and it is the 
horisontally polarised component in which we are interested.
A diagram is given of the scattering geometry in Fig 1.1.
The depolarised scattered light carries information about aniso­
tropic fluctuations in the polarisability tensor of the scattering 
medium. These fluctuations are thermally driven and on a microscopic 
scale result from the molecular motion within the scattering medium.
-  8 -
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FREQUENCY cm'‘
Ihe intensity of the depolerised light scattering from a medium is 
determined by the magnitude of the fluctuations which depends on the 
intrinsic molecular anisotropy, and the degree of molecular alignment. 
The spectrum of the depolarised light scattering is determined by the 
time evolving properties of the anisotropic fluctuations in the medium 
which depends directly on the details of molecular motion in the medium. 
In this thesis we are mainly concerned with the details of the spectra 
of depolarised li^t scattering from liquids of, and solutions of 
liquids of short chain polymers, and how spectral analysis may be used 
to obtain information about the motions of these molecules.
-1
1.2 Qualif t i v  Description of Sp^cti^
For the n-elkancs the spectre observed nay be conveniently 
separated into two main regions, with three main spectral features -
see fig le2.
Region 1 is the spectral wings, at a frequency 
some 30 cm”^ to 200 cm”^ from the laser exciting frequency. Thei 
spectral wings exhibit an approximately exponential decay with
frequency.
Begion 2 is the central region of the spectrum, within 30 cm * of 
the exciting frequency and is approximately Lorentsian in shape with a 
central dip which is observable for certain viscosity regimss of the^
i- -i^
liquids.
Bow these spectral features relate to the fluctuations in polar- ^ 
isability in the liquid can be explained by reference to Fig 1.3. All 
scattering processes may be charact.riswl by a scattering vector. In 
Pig i , 3 X is the wave vector of the incident light beam. Kj^  is the 
wave vector of the scattered light M>d Kg is the scattering vector. Wj 
is the frequency of the incident beam. is the frwjuency of the scat­
tered light, and Ug is the frequency of the scattering vector
-  10 -
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By conservation of momentum
S  ■ *4) -  ' ' i
1.1
and by conservation of energy
“ d “ ‘" l
1.2
(o)^  - u»j)is the frequency shift of the scattered light relative to 
the laser exciting line, and is seen to be equal to Wg the frequency of 
the fluctuation giving rise to the scattering. - K^) the change
in the wave vector of the scattered light, is seen to be equal to the 
wave vector of the fluctuation. The spectral density of polarisability 
tensor fluctuations at wave vector Kg is therefore directly related to 
the spectra of the depolarised light scattering for the scattering 
vector K . The depolarised light scattering spectrum therefore contains
s
a great deal of information about the decay of polarisability density 
fluctuations in the scattering media. In order to relate the details 
of depolarised Rayleigh spectra to molecular motions it is necessary to 
have a theoretical description of how polarisability fluctuations decay 
and how they are related to the molecular motion and molecular 
polarisabilities. The central Lorentzian is identified as being 
associated with molecular reorientation, with the inverse half width 
being equal to a correlation time for molecular reorientation. (4).
The dip, observed under certain viscosity conditions, is associated 
with coupling between rotational and translational motion in the 
liquid (5). The high frequency spectral wings have been identified 
as being associated with collisional motion (6), the optical aniso­
tropy being generated by the electronic interaction between colliding
molecules.
-  12 -
ii
The theory of depolarised light scattering has been further
developed, combining elements of the above and useful experimental and
theoretical work has been performed on systems consisting of small
symnetric top tnolecules (7). (8).
For non rigid molecules a limited amount of light scattering data
is at present available (9). So far there are no theoretical studies 
of depolarised light scattering although there are simulations of 
reorientational, and conformational fluctuation behaviour for short 
chain n-alkane molecules (10).
The purpose of this thesis is the presentation of results obtained 
from depolarised light scattering experiments on short chain flexible 
molecules, and an evaluation of the results obtained in term, of a 
simple theoretical treatment, «hich may aid the development of the
theory.
- 13 -
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CHAPTER 2 REVIEW OF THEORY
2.1 T.jght Scattering - Intensity Measurements and Theor;
The first calculation of the intensity of light scattering from 
thermal fluctuations in simple liquids was performed by Einstein (8), 
this being an extension of Smoluchowski’s (9) treatment of critical 
opalescence. Einstein's result indicates that the intensity of light 
scattered by a medium is directly related to the mean square fluct­
uations in dielectric constant. The fluctuations ate thermally driven, 
and are fluctuations in a scattering volume of a number of isotropically 
polarisable scattering particles. The fluctuations in the dielectric 
tensor are therefore isotropic, and the polarisation of the scattered 
light should be identical to that of the incident beam. Later 
experimental work showed however the existence of a non negligible 
depolarised component. Cabannes (10) was the first to examine and 
derive relationships between the relative intensities of isotropic, and 
anisotropically scattered light and experimentally measured depolaris-
ation ratios.
Initially work on the depolarised light scattering concentrated on 
smasurement of the intensities of the light scattering, and the relation
of the intensity to molecular quantities.
The anisotropic and isotropic Rayleigh ratios for a molecular liquid
are given by
8s- ( s ! . ^ )A _2  ^ ovA 12 -2
« A N - 7 -
PY 2.1
-2
^SO ■ ^  ‘  O“
is the mean squared optical anisotropy
is the mean optical polarisability
p is the nmnber of scatterers
- 15 -
2.2
(SI units)
The factor(°^3* — ) is known as the internal field factor and 
corrects for the effect of the field in surrounding molecules on the
field in the scattering molecules.
There has been disagreement over the exponent of the internal
field factor which should be used in the formulae for Rjgj, and R^.
Some authors use exponents of 2 in the internal field factor, others 
use factors of 4, depending on the manner and model from which the
equations were derived. 2 2  2 4
Coumou et al (lU (12). ft3)use(H-3^) for R ^  and(5-j!^)
for RjgQ.the difference coming from the fact that for R^gQ the effect
of the internal field is approximately orientation independent, whereas
for R the effect is strongly dependent on the molecular orientation 
AN a
with respect to the field. Averaging over all possible molecular
orientations gives the different internal field factors. Kielich in a
2 2
set of papers (14). (15). (16)usesfl^!^) as the internal field 
factor for both R ^  and Rj^q . Dezelic (17) does not explicitly give 
an internal field factor although from his equations it is possible to 
derive an internal field factor o f ( = ^ )  M.l«berg and
Lippincott (18) use internal field factors of(“ j —  ) for both R ^  
and Rj .q , and also identify a problem inherent in the interpretation of 
light scattering data obtained for solutions. In varying solution 
concentration one varies the effective cavity shape used in the 
calculation of the internal field factor using the Onsager (19) - 
Schölte (20) isodel. They comment on the fact that angular correlation 
is a problem in interpretation of the data, and deduce from their 
results evidence of non-random laolecular orientation in the liquids
investigated.
The effect of angular correlation on depolarised light scattering 
is to increase the intensity of the light scattering. This is
- 16 -
U ■
essentially due to the fact that as depolarised light scattering is a 
coherent process molecular angular correlation results in in-phase 
scattering from molecules which leads to an increased intensity.
Clement and Bothorel (21) studied the optical anisotropy of the
n-alkanes, over a range of alkane chain numbers and in solution in a
number of liquids. In a later paper (22) the same authors examine the
optical anisotropy of the n-alkanes in solution in carbon tetrachloride
and identify G the orientational correlation parameter which is
approximately one for pentane to octane and increases with increasing
alkane chain number. The effective mean squared optical anisotropy is
given by G , on dilution the scattering molecules are separated and
^ -2
the effective mean squared molecular optical anisotropy becomes y . 
Therefore dilution experiments provide a means to measure angular 
correlation in the n-alkanes. A large number of papers have been 
published on this subject, both experimental measurements on the n- 
alkanes (23). (24) , (25), (26), and theoretical modelling of the local 
order in liquids consisting of chain molecules, and modelling of 
molecular polarisability depending on bond polarisability models, (27),
(28), (29).
The important results from these are that to obtain valid values 
of G from light scattering experiments a correction must be applied for 
the collision induced contribution to the scattered intensity, 
corrections must be applied for the changing refractive index of the 
solution, and the correct internal field factor must be used. Also G 
has been shown experimentally and theoretically to have a temperature
dependence such that
G < T - T*
2.3
where T* is a hypothetical ordering temperature, judged for the n-
alkanes to be about thirty degrees below the melting point. Elements
- 17 -
of these results are used in the following papers, in studies of 
anisotropic molecules (30). (31) and of the n-alkanes (32). (33).
One further point becomes apparent. For flexible molecules in 
solution there is the possibility that by varying solution concent­
rations one does not only vary angular correlation between the 
molecules. It is probable that molecular conformation also changes 
as solution concentration changes, and this results in a varying 
molecular anisotropy. The G parameters measured for the n-alkanes by 
solution measurements therefore consist of a component due to inter- 
molecular orientational correlations, and a component due to intra­
molecular correlations down the molecular chain, dependent on 
molecular conformation.
2.2 Light Scattering - Spectral Measurements and Theqm
With the advent of the laser, a spectrally pure high intensity 
narrow line width light source, and with the development of improved 
interferometric techniques it became possible to study the spectral 
details of depolarised light scattering. As a consequence of this 
there has been a great deal of interest both in spectral measurements 
of depolarised light scattering and in theoretical modelling of the
spectra.
The spectrum of light scattered from a medium carries information 
about the time evolving properties of the polarisability fluctuation, 
in the medium. Indeed the spectrum reproduces the spectral density of 
the polarisability fluctuations in the liquid, «id therefore contain, 
significant information on molecular motions.
Berne and Pecora {3A1 give a cosgirehensive analysis of light 
scattering from molecular liquids, relating polarisability fluctuation, 
to the observed spectral distribution. Prom this approach it follows 
that to calculate the light scattering spectrum it is essential to have
- 18 -
a model for the decay in the polarisabiUty fluctuations.
Kivelson and Madden l35j review recent advances in the analysis 
of depolarised Rayleigh and Raman spectra from liquids consisting of 
small rigid molecules, and also discuss the relevance of results from 
molecular dynamics simulations to the light scattering experiments. It 
is apparent that the contribution made by collision induced scattering 
to the depolarised Rayleigh spectra is very important. A recent review 
of this aspect by Tabisz (36) discusses techniques for observing 
collision induced spectra, and details of the possible mechanisms for 
production of the interaction induced component to depolarised spectra.
The fluctuations in polarisability which cause depolarised 
Rayleigh scattering result from the effect of molecular motion upon the 
intrinsic and interaction induced molecular optical anisotropies. The 
scattering volumes over which these fluctuations occur are large 
compared to the size of an individual molecule, but small compared to 
the probing optical wavelength. Ignoring initially the interaction 
induced contribution to the polarisability fluctuations, the shape of 
the depolarised Rayleigh spectrum is determined by the Fourier 
transform over both time and position of an autocorrelation function 
for a collective molecular orientation density. For symaetric top 
molecules the intensity is determined by the «.isotropy in the mole­
cular polarisability and a static orientational parameter g^ which is
given by
gj - 1 ♦ i i. (3 ®ij ■
2.4
where 6.. is the angle between the molecular «ces. In the rotational
diffusi« limit the decay of the fluctuations for ,y«i*tric tops is'
approximately exponential and therefore the apectrum is Lorentaian in
form. Keyes and Kivelson (37) identified the fact that in d^K-larised
light scattering the spectrum is due to the decay of a collective mole-
- 19 -
cular orientation d«.ity. If tete is no coupling between orientation «.d 
«asentum densities the correlation time from the light scattering 
spectra may be related to the single particle correlation time by the
relation
' ls ’  l i f j  "  ( « 2/^ 2^
2.5
where t « - light scattering correlation tine
laD
f . - half width of Lorentzian
2
T « single particle correlation tine
s
■ static orientational correlation paranetcr 
• dynanic orientational correlation paraneter.
The correlation times obtained may be related to simple model, of 
molecular reorientation based on rotational diffusion behaviour.
However the depolarised Kayleigh spectra are more complex than the 
above simple model would indicate. The presence of coupling between 
molecular orientation and shear modes adds an extra feature to the 
spectra and when the presence of interaction induced contribution, to 
the polarisability fluctuations is considered, the spectra become yet
more complex.
The existence of a dip in the central Lorentxian component of the 
depolarised Rayleigh spectra due to propagating but highly damped shear 
wave, was first predicted by leontovich (2). Rytov (38) presented a 
s*,re general approach to the same analysis. These vi.co elastic 
theories assume that the light scattering arise, from fluctuation, in 
the stress tensor (which «icro.copic.lly may be related to a collective 
reorientation of individual molecules). In th. Rytov theory the stress 
tensor is coupled to the strain tensor by a frequency dependent shear 
modulus. The réorientâtional motion is characterised by a single 
relaxation time. The spectral form for the VH spectrum in this theory
-  20 -
is given by
. 2.0.I^(q,u) ---- j sin (j) + — j
r  +  Ü) rti) (u) “  to)|, )
2 .0.y-2  COS c-j) 2.6
„ • is the frequency of the shear wave
U is the shear modulus in the high frequency limit0^0
q is the wave vector of the fluctuation being studied 
r is the reciprocal of the correlation time for shear mode 
relaxation and is the liquid density.
The spectrum is therefore of the form of a Lorentsian (first term) 
plus a narrow dip of width «,.^/r (second term) in the Lorentsian line. 
The simple viscoelastic approach to the theory of depolarised spectra 
has largely been superceded by approaches using Microscopic" theories 
based on the Mori formalism (39). Without understanding the underlying 
mechanisms giving rise to the fluctuations causing the light scattering, 
one can. by choosing a set of primary variables which are coupled to 
the local dielectric constant, which are in turn coupled to a set of 
secondary variables by a set of linear transport equations, produce a 
theoretical description of the depolarised Rayleigh spectra which may 
be used to analyse single particle relaaation. The number of variables 
in each set. and their exact definition differs from author to author.
Although the variables in the different theories have differing 
physical interpretations, in most cases the same general spectral form 
is predicted. Keyes and Kivelson (40) developed a two variable 
approach ».d argued.from the physical fact that the depolarised dip 
vanishes at low temperatures, that the primary variable is directly 
related to molecular r«ri«.tation and the secondary variable is 
related to the shear wave. In an earlier paper (41) they drew ana­
logies between the reasonably well understood Brillouin splitting
-  21 -
observed in the polarised spectrum and the splitting or "dip" 
observed in the depolarised Rayleigh spectra. In the case of the 
Brillouin spectra the coupling is between molecular orientation and 
longitudinal waves. In both cases the waves to which the molecular 
orientation couples are not propagative but dissipative. In cosnon 
with all "two variable" theories Keyes and Kivel.on*s theory predicts 
only the features of the spectra in the low frequency regime, and not 
the existence of the high frequency spectral background.
in the limit of small K. (where K is the scattering vector) the
spectral form predicted by Keyes and Kivelson is
r 2 . , K^n/p (K^n/o)
I (w) «C . --y - R(cos e/2) — f—  i ,\ii . ÎVH'^  ’ p2 ^ ^2 * (K n/p) ♦ w
2.7
r, is the viscosity of the liquid 
p is the mass density
K is the scattering vector - «i“ 0/2)
r is the reciprocal of the molecular reorientation time where 
X « optical wavelength 
e « scattering angle 
n - liquid refractive index
R is the dimensionless coupling parameter. The spectrum has the 
form of a positive Lorentsian of half width f plus a negative Lorent- 
zian with a dip half width of K^/p. The depth of the dip observed is 
determined directly by the parameter R which has a significance 
depending on the specific model used in the calculetion.. The equation
2.7 is only valid in the limit K^n/pr «  1
-  22 -
when the above einpUfying assumption is removed the spectral form
obtained by Keyes and Kivelson is given by
(Bin e/2) +
0)
2 r K n /p  ~ -
r (cos  0 /2 ) I---------2 2x2 2 ,_  . -
L(r nK^ /p * tiK^/pr7
2e9
It is this equation which we use in our analysis of depolarised 
light scattering spectra from the n-alkanes, and from other chain
molecules.
in the initial paper (41) Keyes and Kivelson predicted an inverse 
square temperature dependence of the coupling par«aeter R. U  was 
later pointed out by Alms et al (42) that the manner in which R was 
defined meant that it was identically equal to sero. Andersen and 
Pécora (43) presented a more general formulation of Mori’s theory of 
fluctuations and applied it to derive a two variable theory essentially 
equivalent to Keyes and Kivelson’s. and also a three variable theory, 
in the two variable theory the R parameter is a constant, independent
of temperature.
The various theories and their merits are examined in (44). a 
review of the early theories, and in (45) which su»«iri«d some of the 
theories and compared and contrasted results predicted by them under
different physical circumstances.
The spectral form is characterised by the quantity R «>d by the 
value of the quantity kV p P. the ratio of the "dip half width" to the 
half width of the main Lorenttian feature. R represent, a measure of 
the depth of the dip relative to the main U.rent.i«i feature. It is
strictly incorrect to talk Of a main U,rentxian feature and a dip half
. . f  the soectra aré of the form predicted by%ridth‘as this implies that the spectra ar«
equation 2 .7 . r (the main U,r.ntxian half width) is Identifiad a. being 
the inverse of the orientational correlation time, -hile K n/p is the
inverse of the shear wave correlation time. In the limit in which 
K^n/pr «  l.the spectrum approximates to a positive (reorientational) 
Lorentzian and a negative (shear wave) Lorentzian one can talk of a 
sain Lorentzian and a dip half width. Outside this region the spectra 
are more complex and the terminology is not strictly correct.
In (45) an examination is made of the spectral form predicted by 
equation 2 .9 for various values of R, for four different regions of the 
quantity K^Vpf. These regions are
(1) K^n/pF «  1
(2) K%'pr < 1
(3) K^n/pr > 1
(4) K^n/pr »  1
R values obtained from depolarised light scattering experiments on
a number of liquids vary between 0.2 to 0.7.
For region 1. K^/pF «  1 the spectral form is that of a central
Lorentzian plus a very narrow dip. This regime is characteristic of 
liquids with small molecules, which have a fast reorientation time and 
a low viscosity. In this situation the spectrum observed approximates 
very well to a Lorentzian. The very narrow central dip is not 
observable being much narrower than the instrumental width.
For region 2. K^n/pF < 1 a dip is clearly observed in the 
spectrum. R parameters are readily obtained from fits to spectra in 
this region. The R values obtained lie as stated between values of
0.2 to 0.7.
For region 3. K^/pF > 1. which is characteristic of viscous
liquids, the dip half width is comparable with the half width of the
main Lorentzian and the spectra observed are non Lorentzian, becoming
more triangular in shape. As K^/pF increases a number of author. (46)
have found increasingly poor fits. The liquids studied generally
- 24 -
consisted of highly anisotropic molecules, such as quinoline and 
benzyl alcohol, high quality spectra were obtained, with low noise 
levels, and with (relatively) low levels of parasitic scattering. For 
viscous liquids with low anisotropies a problem arises in that the 
noise level on the resultant spectra is much higher and the level of 
parasitic scattering is relatively much larger. This means that for 
liquids with a low molecular anisotropy, in the K^/pT > 1 region it 
very difficult to get good fits to the spectral data.
Region 4, »  1, is characteristic of supercooled
liquids close to the glass transition temperature. In (45),Searby et 
al give a modification to equation 2.9 from Tsay and Kivelson’s paper 
(44) retaining terms to higher order in K. Unfortunately the 
expression given is in the third term incorrect in the powers of 
frequency. Liquids in this region have been studied by Enright and 
stoicheff (47). At the lowest temperature the spectra exhibited sharp 
and well separated doublets, centred about a sharp depolarized, 
unshifted component indicating that the shear waves responsible for 
the shear-rotational coupling, have become propagative.
These early two variable theories explain the spectra fairly well 
in liquids of low and moderate viscosity liquids. Chappell et al ( 
have recently derived a "three variable" theory of depolarised light 
scattering which describes the observed spectra over the entire 
viscosity range. Having examined the depolarized spectra of tri­
phenyl phosphite in the high viscosity range (K^/pF »  1 ) end detected 
the two side peaks (which are characteristic of shear reorient.tion. 1  
coupling) the measured intensity was far below that predicted by the 
two variable theory. Chappell et al concluded that the large 
discrepancy between the observed and predicted intensity of the side 
peaks (% two orders of magnitude) indicates that a two variable theory 
is inadequate to account for the_ spectral features observed over the
3 VI
>. li
>V.
Whole vi8CO.it, r«.ge. The .pectr. observed were ««l,.ed in ter«, of 
three features - a dip. .harp line, and a broad line. At high 
te«perature. when the dip feature i. very narrow «.d not observable, 
it is perhaps surprising that to fit the spectra «lequatel, a two 
Lorentzian fit with comparable half width, was requir«». To obtain 
these fits however, a simultaneous fit h«l to be performed to two 
separate spectra, recorded with the liquid under identical physical 
conditions, but using different instrumental free spectral r«>ges. In 
all cases the value of R obtained decrease, uniformly with^increa.ing
temperature falling from 0.79 at -27.7 »C to 0.42 at 87.5 “ c.
VIVs>ViA/i at th« 8sme tine* (49) th® 8woe author8 In another paper publiehed at the 8ame v ™ ,
apply the "three variable" theory to the phenomenon of flow bire­
fringence and it. relationship to depolarized light scattering. Thx. 
represents an extension of the earlier work of Kivel.on et .1 (50) in 
which it was shown that the R parameter, which may be obtained from 
fits to VH depolarised spectra may also be obtained by combining the 
stress optical coefficient measured by flow birefringence, with 
information obtained from HH depolarised spectra, specifically the 
integrated intensity and the spectral linewidths. In (50). a 
amasured value of R for triphenyl phosphite was used to calculate a 
value of the stress optical coefficient which was found to be in good 
agreement with measured values. The "three varUble" theory was used 
for an identical comparison in (49) . agiin for triphenyl phosphita.
The theoretical value, were in good agreement with the axperimental 
values, but only at temperatures of 35 ®C to 40 C. For lower 
temperature, the di.agre««nt between the theoretical and exparimental 
result, increased, the theoretical re.ultb.ing approximately 40X
greater than the experimental at 10 ®C.
W. corclud. that the "three variable" theory of Kivelson. <n«ppall.
Allen «.d Hall«, represent, the bast model at present for shear-
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rotational coupling in the depolari.ed Rayleigh apectra. However to 
fit data to this spectral «del it is necessary to "double" fit 
simultaneously specta obtained at different free spectral ranges, and 
to have good quality spectra such that in the high visco.ity case, the 
low intensity satellite shear tsode peaks can be fitted. The three 
variable" theory however does not completely explain the variatio 
the stress optical coefficient with temperature for triphenyl
phosphite.
The R parameter as discussed, is a measure of coupling between 
molecular reorientation and the hydrodynamic shear modes. It
has been measured spectrally and can be obtained from flow bire­
fringence. There are also a number of theoretical modellings of the 
parameter. He now examine specifically the R perameter.
Champion and Jackson (51) calculated values of the R parameter for 
the n-alkanes from measured values of the stress opticel coefficient.
The values obtained are well below values which have subsequently been 
obtained from spectral fits to the VH spectra. The model which we. 
used in this calculation was derived in (50) and related R to retios 
of functions of dynamic variables which were obtained from flow hire-
fringence and HH depolarised light scattering.
Kivelson and Hallem (52) «ctend the model for the celculation of 
R. and by a selective set of approximations express the ratio of 
d^msic factors by static quantities. R i. derived by two methods, one 
in which it is expressed in term, of correl.tion. over molecular 
quantities, «.d the other in which . hydrodynamic model is used. From
these it follow, that if R„ is the parameter for the neat liquid, the
2 10R observed for a solution is given R ■ X
vhere R ■ solution parameter
X ■ mole fraction
R * neat liquid parameter o - 27 -
In the hydrodynaedc nodel the calculation depends upon Peterlin 
and Stuart's (53> classical hydrodynamic theory based upon Jeffreys (54)
hydrodynamic results for stick boundary conditions.
The expression derived for R is a function of the geometric
quantities describing molecular shape and hydrodynamic properties
and is as below
R
*
3
•
1 - (b/a)^
1
1 + (b/a)^ .
*
2.11
p is the Perrin factor (see 2.28 and 2.29)
b/a is ratio minor to major axis for a prolate ellipsoid
V is the molecular volume
a is the stick slip coefficient
N is the molecular number density 
o
This hydrodynamic model is only valid for approximately 
spheroidal particles, «hich are undergoing rotational diffusion 
processes and are therefore large collared to molecular site. It is also 
nnly valid in the u - 1 stick limit. Equation 2 . 1 1  is therefore of 
doubtful value for liquids consisting of small molecules. The 
corresponding equation obtained for R from the molecular theory is a 
ratio of zero frequency correlation function, which should have similar 
dynamical properties. This implies that if R is a function of 
temperature it should only have a weak temperature dependence.
There have been a large number of determinition. of R by VH 
depolarised light scattering for different liquid., to most case. R is 
nearly independent of temperature «.d the temperature variation if 
observed is -erf.. Alms and Patterson (55) determined R value, for iso­
tropic MBBA «.d for the n-.lkane. hexadec«». «»ddocos»... The value.
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were respectively 0.36. 0.33 end 0.38. The values for the alkanes are 
in accordance with values obtained for other liquids and conaiderabl, 
larger than those obtained from calculations by Champion and Jackson
(51) based on flow birefringence measurements.
Lempert and Wang (56) determined the R parameters for solutions of
nitrobenzene in carbon tetrachloride, by fitting the observed low 
frequency spectra to a form resulting from a "two variable" theory. R 
was found to be independent of temperature, and to be strongly 
dependent on concentration. The R parameter was approximately linear
. a.-«« Hnwever the lowest solution concentration atin solution concentration, however tne lowe»
which it was measured was 78X. At lower solution concentrations the 
contribution to the depolarised intensity is low and it is difficult to 
resolve the dip due to the spectral noise. The value of the R 
parameter obtained for the neat liquid (0.55 1 0.03) is in fair agree- 
zmnt with the value obtained by Stegeman and Stoicheff (57) (0.5).
Lucas and Jackson (58) earlier had also examined the depolarised dip 
in nitrobenzene, but had not obtained values of the R par»«ter.
Other determinations of R in which the R parameter is approximattly 
constant with temperature are those of Tsay and Kivelson (44) for 
triphenyl phosphite. Rouch et al (60) for quinoline. Alms et al (42» 
for anisaldéhyde and Enright and Stoicheff (61) for CS^. A large 
systematic decrease in R with temperature has only been observed in 
(48) where depolarised Rayleigh spectra for triphenyl phosphite were 
fitted to a "three variable" theory over a large temperature range.
Collision Induced Scattering
For atomic liquids and liquid, composed of isotropic molecule, the 
depolarised light scattering is due exclusively to interaction induced
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polarisability fluctuations in the liquid. For anisotropic liquids the 
interaction introduced phenomena also contribute to the depolarised 
light scattering, along with the polarisability fluctuations 
associated with the intrinsic molecular anisotropy. Keyes et al <6 
developed a theory relating depolarised Rayleigh spectra to two 
separate processes, one being molecular reorientation, a relatively 
slow process, the other being a fast intermolecul.r interaction. The 
time scale separation of the two processes leads to a two component 
spectrum, one component being a narrow Ix,rentsian associated with 
oolecular reorientation, the other broad U,rentzian being associated 
with the interaction induced phenomena. If there is no time scale 
separation, then there are contributions in the spectrum due to cross 
correlations between the intrinsic and interaction induced polari.a- 
bility fluctuations. The simple spectral form, in which interaction 
induced and intrinsic features are separable is invalid.
The first study of integrated depolarised light scattering, m  
which an account was taken of collision induced scattering was that of
Patterson and Flory (63). The collision induced scattered intensity
i-Kei in intensity when a narrow-was estimated by determining the decrease in meen» y
band filter was used. Champion et al (32) fitted spectra obtained for
the n-alkanes using a Fabry Perot spectrometer to a single U,rent*ian.
and a high frequency exponential. From this they obtained value, of
the contributions to the «lecular optical anisotropy due to the fast
collisional contribution and due to the slow reorientetionel
contribution. Champion et al defined the v parameter, the ratio of the
slow intensity to the total depolarised scattered intensity.
'slow 2.12
^SLOM ^COLLISIONAL
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The total amount of depolarised light scattered by collisional 
processes may be related to a collision induced mean squared optical 
anisotropy. is the anisotropic Rayleigh ratio, and the total
intensity of depolarised light scattering is directly proportional to 
this ratio. The proportion of the intensity of the depolarised 1 i>> 
scattering due to collisional processes is given by (1 - v ). There­
fore by reference to equation 2 . 1 the relationship between R ^ .  v and
” 2 may be given by ^COLLISIONAL ^
(1 -  « )Ran " T T
A p 2 + 2\^ 13 “2(^ —^ 3—  ) * IF P ^ COLLISIONAL 2.13
Brown et al (31) obtained depolarised spectra of a number of 
binary mixtures of cylindrically sysm«tric anisotropic molecules. The 
spectra were recorded using a double grating monochromator and a 
separation of the collision induced contribution to the spectra was 
obtained by fitting the far wings to a spectral form derived from the 
isolated binary collision model of Búcaro and Litovits (3).
There have been a large number of theoretical and experimental 
studies of collision induced depolarised light scattering. These have 
been extensively reviewed in an article by Gelbart ,64) and an article
by Tabisz (36).
There are basically two types of models from which the time 
evolving properties of the polarisability fluctuations which give rise 
to the collision induced scattering can be calculated. These are the 
dipole induced dipole (DID) «.del and the elecron overlap (EO) model. 
In the DID case two atoms or molecules approach each oth 
collisional process. The field of the randomly fluctuating dipole in 
one molecule (or atom) induces a dipole in the other molecule (or atom)
For the colliding pair there is an induced anisotropy in the
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polarisabiUties which gives rise to the coUisioneX induced 
contribution to the depolarised Rayleigh spectrum. The time 
evolving properties of the anisotropy, which are determined by the 
sinner in which dipole strength varies with particle separation, «.d 
with collision geometry and approach velocity, determine, the form of 
the collision induced spectrum.
in the EO model the collision induced anisotropy has different 
time evolving properties to the DID case. The anisotropy in the DID 
case is relatively a long range property of the collisional process, 
in the EO case the two molecules approach each other and are relatively 
isotropic until the moment of collision when their electronic shell.
overlap and distort.
For both EO (65) and DID (66) models, the dependence of the 
collision induced intensity with density is given by
2.14
^COLLISIONAL ^
This is valid at low densities and is due to the fact tha 
interaction is between pairs of particles. At higher densities the 
dependence brealcs down as the probability of collisions is no longer 
directly dependent on the density of liquid or gas. As DID is a 
longer range interaction than EO equation 2.14 breaks down at lower 
densities for the DID case than for the EO case. At higher densities 
multiparticle interactions bec<mm important and reduce the scattered 
intensity, (in a perfect cubic lattice. DID contribution, would cancel 
out exactly) the contributions to the scattered amplitude from inter­
actions between odd numbers of particles being negative, and reducing
the total scattered intensity.
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The separation of interaction induced spectra into two. three and 
four body terms has been performed by a number of authors. Gelbart 164) 
derived quantum mechanical expressions for the two and three body 
contributions to the scattered intensity. Others (67) working on 
simple atomic liquids have fitted spectra to a sum of separate 
exponential wings describing the two. three and four body spectra.
The systems for which such a separation has been performed are very 
simple compared to the n-alkanes.
in the dense state it may be impossible to distinguish between DID 
and EO effects, however it seems likely that the high frequency part of 
the collisional spectrum for molecular liquids is due to the short 
range intermolecular interaction and hence is determined mainly by EO
processes.
Búcaro and Litovitz (3) perform calculations on the shape and 
intensity of the Rayleigh wings of the spectrum based upon a binary 
collision. EO model. The calculation used a Lennard Jones potential 
and assumes zero impact parameter for collisions. Assuming that for 
two particles the polarisability difference is given by an expressions
of the form
Ao(r) «C r-m
2.15
Bucaro and Litovitz obtained the following form for the spectrum 
by a momerical integration
I(uO - I exp(-u/o)^ j) 2.16
For molecular liquids Bucaro and Litovitz argue that the polarisa­
bility anisotropy is due to frame distortion, that is, it is due to the 
repulsive part of the Lennard Jones^potential, m - 13
2.17
I  i
Therefore I(«^ - exp(-«/«„)
. is related to the s«an frequency of collision and is shown to
be given by the relation
1 1 irr (y/KT)
—  “  t: °gi Do
1 -  ( 2/ - 2.18
c^ and r^ are the constants used in the standard expressions of
the Leonard Jones potential and w is the reduced n«ss.
Later calculations show that taking account of the non zero 
collision parameters and an appropriate distribution of molecular 
velocities the prexponential part of the spectrum reduce to
Therefore
I ((d ) “  Iq
2.19
Kyu Shin (68) extended the binary collision model of Búcaro and 
Litovitz. Performing a direct integration he considers all possible 
encounters between molecules and finds that his formula fits the
spectra observed over a greater frequency range.
Levine and Bimbaum (65) also performed a calculation of the 
spectral form of the interaction induced spectrum assuming EO effects.
In this model it is shown that
1 2.20
I ((d)  *  exp(-u>/w^)
9, 2.212n rm T
and ” T LKTJ
i  is effectively the average intermolecular distance. l/m„ i. the 
svera'ge time between molecular collisions and (m/KT)i „lated to 
the average molecular velocity. The factor 2s comes from the averaging
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process over the particular velocity distribution used.
All the above calculations use binary collision «.dels, which are 
unlikely to be correct in the case of molecular liquids. The 
calculations also assume that the «.lecules have a spherical sysmmtry.
For anisotropic molecules do depends not only on molecular separation, 
but varies in a complex manner with molecular orientation. To 
adequately model the interaction induced spectrum for anisotropic 
molecules, taking into account contributions from two. three and four 
particle correlation functions and to relate the model to experiment­
ally observed spectra is a daunting task. Such modellings have been 
carried out by Madden and Cox (69). (A) for CS^ using a multipole 
expansion for the interaction induced moments. So far this approach 
has not been extended to flexible molecules.
2.3 Molecular Correlation Times - The Stokes Einstein Relation ^
Stick Slip Behaviour
For many liquids there is a linear relationship between single 
particle réorientâtional correlation times and the macroscopic viscosity 
of the liquid divided by the absolute temperature.
(-) C + T '“T 0
2.22
T is a single particle correlation time
is the finite intercept on the axis and the suggestion has 
been side (72)that it is associated with inertial rotation, that is. it 
is the classical free rotor time of the molecule.
1X ,2 tIv(RIGID ROTOR) - (-5-)
2.23
.my be related to (^). (D. -here e is the molecular
rotational diffusion coefficient. The rotational diffusion
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coefficient 0 for a spherical hydrodynamic particle is given by the 
Stokes Einstein equation, in terms of the viscosity n  of the fluid, and
the radius a of the particle.
e  «  KT/8iTTia'
2.24
2.2A in 2.22 leads to the relationship for a spherical hydro- 
dynamic particle.
Airna ^ ^ 
3KT o
2.25
I-
This may be written as
-KT o
2.26
where V » particle volume 
This applies only to spherical particles. For ellipsoidal 
particles Perrin 170) derived expressions for translational and 
rotational diffusion coefficients in terms of the liquid viscosity and 
particle dimensions. For a non spherical particle the rotational and 
translational diffusion coefficients are smaller than for a spherical 
particle with the same volume. The effect on the correlation times is 
that they are longer for a non spherical particle than for the 
equivalent spherical particle. For the reorientational correlation 
times for an ellipsoidal particle (prolate ellipsoid)
T -  TKT <
2.27
where p - Perrinin factor, which for a prolate ellipsoid is given by
2 ri - (b/a)*]_________
3(b/a)n(2 - (b/a)^) S - l]
2.28
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where S
/ ( I  -  (b /a )  )
log .
1 [ l  -  (b /a )  ]
b7
2.29
a
b/a is the ratio of the minor axis to the major axis of the 
ellipsoid.
Equation 2.27 results from a hydrodynamic model of molecular 
reorientation. In applying this to molecules other considerations come 
into force. The hydrodynamic model assumes that a rotating particle 
is surrounded by a continuum. For a molecule undergoing rotational 
diffusion in a fluid composed of other molecules this is not a valid 
approximation. The more globular a molecule, the more likely it will 
undergo reorientation within its own volume in the medium, interacting 
less with its surroundings than predicted by the macroscopic viscosity 
of the liquid. This leads to a concept of stick and slip 
coefficients. The molecule sees an effective viscosity which is 
than the macroscopic viscosity of the liquid. The Stokes Einstein
relation becomes
+ T
2.30
KT
where o - stick slip coefficient.
••stick" and "slip" refer to the two possible classes of boundary 
conditions at the surface of a particle undergoing translational and 
rotational diffusion processes in a liquid. These boundary conditions
may be sunmarised as follows (91).
For "stick” boxjndary conditions the fluid velocity at 
particle’s surface is continuous with the surface velocity of the
particle.
For "slip" boundary conditions the tangential component of the 
normal stress on the surface of the particle is identically equal to
zero. - 37 -
O-'
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The para^ter a, the stick slip coefficient is a function both of 
particle geometry and of boundary conditions. For a spherical particle, 
for the "slip" condition, a - 0. As this is manifestly not the case 
for macroscopic particles, in the macroscopic limit "stick" boundary 
conditions are appropriate. For molecular reorientation processes 
"slip” boundary conditions appear to be more appropriate.
a has been calculated by a number of authors for ellipsoids using 
the slip boundary condition. Hu and Zwanzig 191) obtained values of 
the frictional coefficient a for "slip" boundary conditions and the 
ratio a SLtP/o STICK for both prolate and oblate ellipsoids. In the 
disc limit (oblate ellipsoid) and the needle limit (prolate ellipsoid) 
the ratio a SLIP/o STICK is equal to one. Hu and Zuanzig’s results are 
useful, however the formulation used is strictly inapplicable to 
molecular shapes other than spheroids. loungren and Acrivos (92). 
using a curvilinear coordinate system, and dividing the surface of the 
particle up into individual elements obtain values for the friction 
coefficients of both prolate and oblate ellipsoids which agree well 
with those of Hu and Zwanzig. Youngren and Acrivos were also able to 
obtain a value of the frictional coefficient for benzene, using a 
molecular shape based on six hemispheres (hydrogen atoms) sy»»etrically
attached to the side of an oblate ellipsoid.
The question has arisen as to why "stick" boundary conditions 
should be appropriate to the reorientation of macroscopic particles, 
while "slip" boundary conditions appear to be appropriate to molecular 
orientation. This question has been substantially answered by 
zwanzig (93) in a study of rotational friction coefficients of a 
••bumpy cylinder" with both slip and stick boundary conditions. The 
effect of "bumps" or cusps in the surface of a particle are such that.
in the neighbourhood of a cusp, very large fluid velocity gradients
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occur, which cause a dissipation of energy, and the tangential flow 
along the surface is slowed down. In the limit of a large particle with 
a rough surface, stick and slip boundary conditions give the same 
result. Therefore the reason why a macroscopic particle appears to 
exhibit "stick" boundary conditions is because the surface of the 
particle is on a microscopic scale molecularly rough which throug 
energy dissipation causes the slip boundary conditions to appear 
identical to stick conditions.
Energy dissipation therefore plays an important part in whether 
stick or slip boundary conditions are appropriate to particle orient­
ation. For a molecule, the intermolecular potential as well as 
molecular shape plays a part in the determination of the frictional 
coefficients due to the fact that sx>lecules neither have a well defined 
surface, nor are they rigid bodies. There is therefore a difficulty 
in assigning boundary conditions to a molecular surface. In the 
paper to use a microscopic level approach Peralta-Fabi and Zwanaig (941 
have attempted to overcome this difficulty. The interaction o 
„olecule with the fluid is described by an intermolecular potential 
rather than by imposing boundary conditions at a defined surface. TWO 
simple interaction potentials were used, one being a ramp potential, 
the other a step potential. Only translational motion was investigated 
in this study, and the results showed that the hydrodynamic drag on the 
molecule resulted essentially from energy dissipation in the moving 
force field around the molecule, and that this drag could be calculated 
without imposing boundary conditions. The friction coefficient was a 
strong function of the strength of the potential used, approaching one 
as the potential approached infinity. This type of calculation of the 
friction coefficient probably represent, the best method of obtaining
- 39 -
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theoretical values of the laolecular friction coefficients as it 
involves no ass^ptions about boundary conditions. However the «.dels 
which were used are very simple, molecules being described by a 
spherical, either ramp or step, potential. Until this approach is 
further developed, the method of Youngren and Acrivos using slip 
boundary condition provides the best method of calculating the 
frictional constant a.
Equation 2.30 may be applied to correlation times from Raman 
scattering and NMR relaxation. Tg is a single particle correlation 
time. The above equation has been applied to HMR relaxation times of 
some aromatic compounds in solution (71). Depolarised light scattering 
is however a coherent process, if there is angular correlation between 
adjacent molecules in the liquid, one measures a collective particle 
orientation (37) . Recalling equation 2.5
LS
2.5
one obtains 
scattering
ins the Stolces Einstein relationship for depolarised light
\ s  ■ (82/ 32) * ^1
2.31
The factor (g,/j,) the orientational correlation parameter is
1 IWoften written as or simply as G or g. This equation and
equations related to it have often been used as the basis for inter­
pretation of correlation times obtained from depolarised light
scattering.
Alms et al (72), (73) , (7A), (75) in a series of papers applied 
the Stokes Einstein relationship to light scattering data from molecule.
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in solution. In all cases the experis^nts were performed at a fixed 
temperature and so the T dependence in equation 2.31 was not investt 
gated. A comparison was made of the correlation times obtained from 
depolarised light scattering with relaxation times obtained from NMR.
The liquids examined generally were composed of small rigid molecules, 
in the first paper of the series Alms et al examined the liquids 
benzene, toluene and para xylene, in a variety of solvents. The 
reorientational times obtained versus solution viscosity fitted well 
to straight lines with non zero intercept. In all cases the values of 
the intercepts were positive, approximating to the free rotor time.
The volumes obtained from the slope of the Stokes Einstein data plots 
were compared with molecular volumes and were found to be less than the 
„„lecular volumes. Alms et al noted that while for dilute solutions 
the reorientation times obtained were dependent only on solution 
viscosity, for concentrations close to the neat liquid, the re­
orientation times depended on solution concentration also. In (78)
t. • for the liquids chloroform and nitro-this was further investigated tor tne 1 x4
benzene. These liquids are examined in a range of solvents such that 
viscosity is kept constant, while solution concentration varies. The 
NMR times change, increasing by a small amount with increasing solution 
concentration, while the light scattering times increase by much more. 
This is interpreted in terms of orientational correlation in the neat 
liquid. Alms et al obtain values for (1 * fN) and (1 * gN). the static
and dynamic orientation correlation parameters.
It is perhaps important to note the circumstances in which Alms 
et al were able to effect a separation of the static and dynmsic 
correlation factors. Beferring to equation 2.31 - in Alms et .1 
experiments the temperature T was constant, the viscosity was varied by
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varying solution concentration
1 fN
(g2^j2  ^ 1 + gN
The quantities unknown in 2.31 are
* function of concentration
a is a function of the inoleculat "hydrodynamic" environment
and pV is a function of molecular shape.
PV is constant for small rigid oK,lecules. a is variable with the
liquid structure, and is the quantity which Alms et al are able
to separate. This is due to the fact that with the reorientation times
from the NMR one can independently evaluate o and pV.
in the case of flexible molecules pV is also dependent on solution
concentration, the extra variable makes a separation of tor
flexible molecules extremely unlikely without independent measurements
of molecular correlation times.
Kivelson and Madden (35) in a review of depolarised light scatter­
ing discuss results obtained by Schroeder et al (75). Kivelson and 
Madden note the ratio varies slightly with (n/T). The possible
implication of this is that equation 2.5 is not valid for those parts 
of contributions. This would mean
that'‘!quation 2.31 is incorrect. A corrected form for this would be
LS  ^KT
T 2.32
in most circumstances the differences between equation 2.31 and
».„f T la usually much smaller than the measured 2.32 are not important, is usually
1 (o  ^ are of the order of one. However forvalues of values of (¿2 '^ 2
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systems in which is comparable with the measured values of the
differences between the two equations can cause significant inconsist-
encies in the interpretation of the data.
Similar inconsistencies occur in the work of Lund. Whittenburg et 
al 177). (78). on solutions of pyridine in carbon tetrachloride, and 
pyridine in cyclohexane. These mixtures are of interest because of 
the strong intermolecular interaction which in both cases causes a 
strongly non linear viscosity concentration relation. Lund et al use 
a "viscosity scaling" technique to correct the reorientation time 
observed to the viscosity of the neat liquid. Briefly the viscosity 
scaling technique may be described by the relatron
' 'lS '  ^OBS ' ’PL '^^ SOL
2.33
LS
OBS
is the corrected light scattering time 
is the experimentally observed scattering time 
is the viscosity of the pure liquid
TL
n is the viscosity of the solution 
^SOL
«e believe that viscosity scaling should only be applied to the 
viscosity dependent part of t^3. If is small compared to then
the inconsistencies introduced should be small. If is comparable to 
then the inconsistencies introduced are significant. This is 
perhaps born out by the same group’s work on solutions of CS^ in 
CCl^ (79) . For pyridine in carbon tetrachloride and in cyclohexane 
the'values of are linear in (n/T). The lowest value of in both 
cases was approximately 2.0 ps and t„ was approximately 0.68 ps.
Whittenburg et al concluded that for pyridine (g^/jj) " 1-
For CSj in CCl^ the lowest value of obtained was approximately
1.4 ps and the value of obtained was 0.9 ps. In this worst case of
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the viscosity scaling technique Whittenburg at al find that (g^/j^) 
lucteases fat «.te t^thedly with concenttation than in the »easutes^nts 
o, cox et al (A, on CS,. in which Cox et al exaañne the behaviour of 
t over a far larger range of value of n/T. In Cox’s s«asures«nt the 
intercept r„ is found to be zero within the limits of experimental 
error, and we would suggest that the work of Cox et al on CS^
represents the better ineasurement.
we conclude that the Stokes Einstein equation represents a com­
pact method of relating correlation times obtained from light scattering 
experiments to the macroscopic viscosity of the liquid and that from 
Stokes Einstein fits to the data one can obtain useful information 
about the dynamics of molecular smtion in the liquid state.
2.4 ------ -- r^vrelation Times - ModeU  and Computer Simulati^
in the previous section the molecular reorie^ational correlation
time was related to the linewidth of the Lorentzian component of the
a ^ntational diffusion coefficient, depolarised Rayleigh spectrum via a rotational
Simply the relation outlined may be expressed
1 - (g2/3P ^
2
2.34
All the symbols are as defined previously. The above relation 
ignores the question of whether (g./ij) t“e orientational correlation 
parameter should be only a multiplier for the viscosity dependent part
’the relationship between the single particle reorientational 
correlation time and the rotational diffusion coefficient is given 
by (ignoring inertial effects)
T_ - (i/6a)
2.35
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This is only valid in limit of small rigid particles with a high 
symmetry.
Pecora's U >  original calculation of the spectral form of was
for identical molecules of cylindrical sytm.etry undergoing independent 
rotational and translational diffusion with respective diffusion 
coefficients 0 and D. For this case
o 2.36
Tg = 1/ÍK D + 66)
K is the scattering vector
For small molecules 6e »  DK^ and so the linewidth observed is 
independent of translational diffusion processes. The above e,uation
is only valid for diffusion processes involving molecules of
f- .r Tn the case of molecules with a lower symmetry cylindrical symmetry. In the
the molecule undergoes diffusion processes about the different molecular 
axes each of which is characterised by a different rotational diffusion 
coefficient. The spectrum observed is a combination of a number of 
Lorentrians corresponding to the diffusion coefficients about the 
different axes, and the intensity of each Lorentzian is weighted 
according to the optical anisotropy about the appropriate reorien- 
cational axis. For an asynm.etric molecule the spectrum decomposes into 
the sum of five Lorentzians 1721. In most cases the linewidths of 
these are comparable and the individual components are not separable in 
the spectra. Alms et al 1741 discuss the circumstances in which the 
various components are separable, the conclusion being that this is not 
possible unless the Lorentzian linewidths are significantly different, 
their intensities are comparable, and the signal to noise ratio is 
high. There have been no light scattering measurements in which the 
individual Lorentzian components due to reorient.tion/transl.tion about
the different molecular axes have been separated. There have however
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been a number of NMR relaxation experiments in which a successful 
separation of the individual reorientational ccxsponents has been
achieved (71) .
strictly speaking for asyMaetric molecules an analysis of the 
light scattering data in which the reorientational part of the spectrum 
is assumed to be a single Lorentzian is inappropriate. For flexible 
asymétrie molecules the situation is yet more complicated.
Flexible molecules such as the n-alkanes may exist in a number of 
possible conformations. These are not individually stable and 
.«.lecules constantly undergo transitions between the various 
conformations. The effect of this on the observed spectra is two-fold.
Each conformation has a characteristic reorientation time about 
its separate axes. The observed reorientational spectrum will be the 
sum of the (up to five) separate Lorentzians for each conformation each 
weighted according to the polarisability differences of each confor- 
s^tion about the rotational axis concerned. The optical anisotropy of 
the n-alkanes is a strong function of chain conformation, the observed 
spectrum is therefore strongly weighted to the conformation with rte 
largest optical anisotropy, essentially that of the all trans chain.
This picture is further complicated by the fact that separate 
..Olecular conformations are not individually stable, and molecules 
constantly undergo transitions between them. If the transition time 
between the conformational states is longer than the characteristic 
reorientational time, one could theoretically at least analyse the 
spectra observed in terms of contributions from individual confor- 
.«tions. If the transition time is of the order of. or less than the 
reorientational time one could analyse the spectra observed in term, of 
the reorientation of a molecule in an average conformational state.
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The transition rate between confora^tions is of great iaportance 
to the spectra observed. A confora^tipnal change is equivalent to a 
partial reorientation of the molecule. Also conformational changes are
related to collisional processes in the liquid.
If the time scale of the conformational changes is comparable to 
.„lecular reorientation times one introduces problems into the spectral 
analysis. Extra features would appear essentially as a result of 
coupling between reorientation, and conformational changes. Also due 
to the relationship between conformational changes, and collisional 
processes one would expect features to appear in the spectra 
associated with coupling between rotational and collisional processes.
Therefore a k»wledge of the dynamics of chain molecules is 
required before one can obtain a complete understanding of the de­
polarised light scattering spectra of the n-alkanes.
There have been a large number of simulations of the n-alUanes. 
These molecules have been simulated by Monte Carlo methods (MC). 
„.clecular dynamics simulations (MD) and Brownian dynamics simulations 
(BD). The first simulations were using Monte Carlo techniques, 
however the only information obtained are static properties although 
some dynamic information may be derived from the static properties.
Molecular dynamics simulations represent a more direct metho 
obtaining information about the dynamic properties of chain molecules. 
Generally molecules are described as consisting of a number of 
individual masses connected by bonds of a fixed length and with a bond- 
bond angle of 109° 28' (the tetrahedral bond angle). Individual bonds 
ere free to rotate, however there is a potential energy function 
associated with the dihedral angle which describes the bond angle with 
respect to adjacent bonds. In « s t  cases the hydrogen atoms are not 
included explicitly. In the simulations, a number of molecules of the
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order of one hundred are set in a volume (such that the number 
density is equal to that in the themK,dynamic state being simulated).
The boundary conditions of the box ate periodic such that a molecule 
leaving the top of the box is replaced by one. entering at the bottom 
of the box, having an identical conformation and velocity. The inter 
actums between individual molecules, and individual mass points in 
adjacent molecules are described by l^nnard Jones potentials. To save 
computer time these potentials are generally truncated. This limits 
the number of molecules which a single molecule is interacting with at
any time.
From molecular dynamics experiments one obtains a variety of 
thermodynamic information such as pair distribution functions, trans 
gauche ratios, and internal chain relaxation times. In molecular 
dynamics simulations one can also study the effect of introducing a 
solvent into an n-alkane liquid, by replacing some of the n-alkane 
«.lecules in the simulation with appropriately modelled solvent
molecules.
There are a number of problems associated with molecular dynamics 
simulations, perhaps not the least being that in order to perform the 
simulation one makes a large number of simplifications concerning 
«.lecular structure and intersmlecular and interatomic forces. Even 
with these simplifications the computer time used presents limitations
to the work.
Brownian dynamics has been used to circumvent the latter 
limitation. In Brownian dynamics one considers a single molecule in 
vacuo. The influence of neighbouring molecules is simulated by 
describing analytically a potential of mean force which gives the 
average molecular interaction with its surroundings. A further 
approximation is to introduce into the simulation a randomly
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fluctuating force having stochastic properties which mimics the
fluctuating molecular environment.
These are the basic simulation techniques which have been used
for the n-alkanes. We now discuss results from a number of simu-
lations and the limitations of those results.
Chandler et al (80., (811 examine using a statistical mechanical
theory the effects of liquid structure on molecular conformation of 
n-butane in solution in carbon tetrachloride and in neat n-butane.
These calculations are essentially Monte Carlo calculations. The 
results indicate that in going from the gaseous state to the liquid 
state there is a displacement in the trans gauche equilibrium constant 
towards an increased concentration of gauche states. Chandler et al 
also analyse n-butane dissolved in n-hexane. It is of interest to note 
that the number density of n-hexane molecules given as being used in 
the calculation is approximately one order of magnitude greater than 
that for the liquid state at room temperature. No dynamic information
was given in these papers.
Chandler and other co^orkers (82) examined essentially the same 
problem using molecular dynamics simulations. There is qualitative 
agreement between the "exact" sx,lecular dynamics results and the 
statistical mechanical results, however the solvent shift (in the trans 
gauche ratio) appears to be overestimated in the "approximate" theory.
Ryckaert and Bellemans (83) performed molecular dynamics 
simulations of the liquid alkanes n-butane. and n-decane. The 
simulations cover time periods of between ten and twenty picoseconds. 
Again the trans gauche ratio decreises in going from the gas to the 
neat liquid. Of importance for interpretation of spectra is that for 
n-decane (at 480 °K) the average time between conformational change, 
is approximately 2 ps. (for a single bond). The average time between
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confon«atioMl changes in the n-decane molecule (nine bonds) is there- 
fore 0.3 ps.
Weber (84) performed molecular dynamics calculations on a n-octane 
fluid using a realistic model potential incorporating bond stretch, 
bend and rotation terms and Lennard Jones fluid interactions. Weber 
obtains rotational diffusion coefficients for the middle bond vector 
of 0.28 p sec-1 300 Og and 0.57 p sec"! at 600 °K. This implies 
reorientational frequencies (of the middle bond vector) of 270 (Mz 
and 545 (Mz at 300 “k and 600 °K respectively. However Weber does not 
discuss how the rotational diffusion coefficient obtained for the 
middle bond vector relates to that for the whole molecule.
Evans and Knauss in a series of papers (85). (86). (87)simulated 
n-alkane chains using a variety of techniques. Two of the papers deal 
with a torsional dynamics simulation using models for the torsional 
characteristics of the chain which are extensions of the rotational 
isomeric model of Flory. The results obtained from these simulations 
are compared with results from a Brownian dynamics simulation. The 
n-alkanes examined were liquids from n-butane to n-undecane and the 
results obtained were orientational correlation times for first and 
second rank harmonics for the different possible modes of molecular
motion.
A significant point about the results is that in changing from 
one model of torsional motion to another, the values of the correlation 
times obtained change significantly. Also changing the values of the 
torsional potentials significantly changes the correlation times. When 
the results obtained are so sensitive to the form and detail of so 
many of the parameters involved in the simulations, one has to be 
confident that the input data selected for the simulation is of a 
sufficiently high quality, before one can have any faith in the results
of the simulation.
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Evans and Knauss identify the Q ■ 1 mode, first harmonic corre­
lation time as that closest to the overall molecular orientation time. 
The calculation of this was performed for a number of potentials, for 
a number of molecules. They choose the 6U - 5 potential as being most 
appropriate, and obtain values for this by interpolation between 
results obtained for 3U - 0, 4, 8 and » (rigid body) and compare 
correlation times calculated with those obtained experimentally for 
the 1 -bromoalkanes and find reasonable agreement.
In Section 5.2 Evans and Knauss*s results are discussed in more 
detail and a comparison is made with our experimental results from 
depolarised light scattering.
Chandler et al (7) in a stochastic dynamics study examine how 
conformational transition rates depend on the intermolecular 
collisional frequency. The range of intermolecular collisional rates 
studied vary from 0.1 x 10^^ sec'^ to 32 x .ec'\ A comparison
of results obtained for different collisional rates, «ith results from 
molecular dynamics calculations gives best agreement with a collisional 
rate of 0.2 x lo’^  ^sec” .^ The average time between trans gauche 
transitions for butane is calculated to be 23 ps. a time approximately 
ten times longer than that obtained for decane by Ryckaert and
Bellemans.
Gunsteren et al 188» review the technique of Brownian dynamics 
simulation and show how constraints can be incorporated into the 
simulation producing a variety of stochastic dynamics models.
Gunsteren et al compare the results of their Brownian dynamics 
simulations with the molecular dynamics simulations of Ryckaert and 
Bellemans. Exactly the same model is used in both cases for the 
description of the n-alkane chain. The Brownian dynamics simulation 
essentially gives the same results as the molecular dynmrics
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1simulation. For butane the average time in a trans or gauche state 
is calculated to be of the order of 15 ps, while for decane the time 
is calculated to be of the order of 3 ps. In analysing the confor­
mational transitions a correlation between successive transitions is 
observed which Gunsteren et al interpret as being due to persistence
of angular momentum after a transition.
The various simulations may be summarised in the following manner. 
If the simulation is carried out with well conditioned algorithms and 
good quality starting data then useful dynamic information can be 
obtained. However in reviewing a large number of papers on simulations 
one can not help but feel that the various "simulators" perform 
"experiments" for different models and potentials and then select a 
posteriori as the best model that which produces models which are as 
consistent as possible with results of previous simulations. My 
personal view is that there is a disinclination on the behalf of the 
"simulators" to relate events in the physical world outside the 
computer to the simulated events inside the computer. One cannot help 
but doubt the validity of the results of some of the simulations in 
which the "simulators" have not attempted a comparison of the results
with physical reality.
From the simulations a value of the average collisional rate for
,, , ■ o 2 X 10^^ sec ^ and an average timethe n-alkane would be *
between conformational changes would be 
for nniecane T - 1 - 4 pst-g
and for n-butane g "
The relationship between these time scale, and frequencies, and 
the observed reorientational times has some bearing on the inter­
pretation of the spectra in that if there is no time scale separation 
between collisional and rotational motion, one may observe extra
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features in the spectra due to rotational-collisional coupling.
For anisotropic molecules one observes the Lorentzian feature 
due to overall molecular reorientation. For isotropic molecules 
Madden (89) calculated the depolarised Rayleigh spectrum. Scattering 
is by pairs of density fluctuations and the central region of the 
spectrum is Lorentzian with a linewidth given by
f, «C 2DK 2.37
D is the translational self diffusion coefficient
K is the magnitude of the scattering vector at the maximum in
a
the centre of the mass structure factor.
This translational diffusion central Lorentzian is present in 
spectra for all liquids, however for most liquids it is masked out by 
the reorientational diffusion component due to the intrinsic mole- 
cular anisotropy. Patterson and Carroll (90) reasoned that for sisall 
alkanes, that as the intrinsic isolecular anisotropy decreases with 
decreasing molecular size, and increasing branching, the Lorentzian 
component of the spectra may be due to interaction induced effects and 
the characteristic time determined by translational diffusion.
The translational self diffusion coefficients were determined by 
the NMR spin echo method. was determined by X-ray scattering. 
Patterson and Carroll’s results indicate that for the n-alkanes the 
spectra are due to rotational diffusion, and the source of the scatter- 
i« is tie intrinsic molecular anisotropy. For the highly branched alkanes 
the results are more open to interpretation but translational diffusion 
and scattering from intermolecular pair anisotropy is a distinct
possibility.
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CHAPTER 3 EXPERIMENTAL WORK
3,1 Introduction
The experimental work presented in this chapter was performed at 
two separate laboratories. At Cambridge in the University Chemistry 
laboratdries the depolarised Rayleigh spectra of several n-alkanes 
were recorded out to 200 cm’  ^ (6000 GHr) using a Coderg double grating
monochromator and subsequently computer analysed.
The Fabry Perot spectrometer at the City of London Polytechnic was
used to examine the fine structure of the central, approximately 
Lorentziàn component of the depolarised Rayleigh spectrum and for deter- 
minihg the linewidth of spectra which have a half width of less than 
0.2 cm"^ (6 GHz). The double grating monochromator was used to deter­
mine linewidths of spectra which are greater than about 2 cm'^ (60 GHz) 
and to deteràine the collision induced contribution to the depolarised
light scattering.
in the monochromator spectra the collision induced contribution 
is seen as an exponential background. In the Fabry Perot spectra it is 
seen as a flat background the value of which is made uncertain by the 
contribution of overlapping spectra. The tails of all the U,rentzians 
also make a contribution to the spectral background as well as the over­
lapping exponential for wings. The accuracy for determining ». 
appropriate correction for this is limited.
3.2 Description of the Fabry Perot Spectrometer
Measurements were made of the depolarised (VH) spectra using a 
pièzoelectrically scanned Fabry Perot étalon. The spectra w e w  
recorded using a photon counting system «.d the first three digit, 
from the output of the photon counting system were passed in an
analogue form into a transient recorder with a resolution of one part
jzse. ho« A Store of 1024 channels in which in 256. The transient recorder has a store
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the spectra are recorded as the Fabry Perot is scanned using a 
stdircase voltage ramp applied to the scanning pads. At the end of 
the Fabry Perot scan the transient recorder is triggered and the 
information is retained in the recorder. The spectrum so obtained is 
displayed on an oscilloscope and then punched out onto paper tape.
The data on the paper tape is subsequently computer analysed using a
fitting procedure.
The liquids which were examined were the n-alkanes from pentane 
to pentadecane,solutions of the n-alkanes. octane, decane and penta- 
decane in CCl^ and several of the n-alcohols from n-propan 1 ol 
n“ undecan” l ” o l .
The optical anisotropy of the alkanes and alcohols is very low
compared to other liquids comnonly examined (eg. benzene - 
43.6 X lO-'-® cm® compared to octane - 3.68 x lo"®® cm®> The intensity 
of the depolarised scattering is proportional to the mean squared 
optical anisotropy and hence the low optical anisotropy of the n-
alkanes leads to a poor signal to noise ratio.
To obtain good quality spectra we use plates in the Fabry Perot
with coatings of 93.5X reflectivity. This allows a considerabU light 
throughput whilst limiting the maximum finesse to 47. The choice is 
^ d e  so as to obtain spectra in which the statistical noise is kept 
as low as possible, and the scanning time is shorter than the time it 
takes the étalon to go out of adjustment due to thermal fluctuations 
and random vibrations (typically 30 minutes). Scanning tidms varied
between three and thirty minutes.
The sample cells are held in a thermostated metal block in which
o in ranse 20 C to 100 C. the temperature is stable to about 0.2 C in the range
The light source was a Spectra Physics 165 Argon Ion laser
. • , ...„a. «t a wavelength of 514.5 nm. The power of theoperating in single mode at a waveieng
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collinated beam passing through the sample was < 300 mW for the work 
on the n-alkanes.
For the measurements on solutions and on the n alcohols las 
powers up to 500 mW were used. All measurements were made at a 
fixed scattering angle of 90 •
The 9789 B photomultiplier tube used had an extremely low dark 
count of about 1 sec'' at a voltage of l U O  V. The Fabry Perot 
étalon was adjusted so that its free spectral range was between five 
and twelve times the half width of the depolarised spectrum being 
examined. Before a spectrum is recorded the liquid sample was 
replaced with a sample of a colloid which relative to the n-alkanes 
and alcohols has a very narrow depolarised Rayleigh spectrum.
With the Fabry Perot scanning continuously the étalon adjusting 
pads are used to obtain a narrow as possible peak corresponding to 
the depolarised Rayleigh spectrum of the colloid. From this the
étalon finesse may be measured.
The colloid is removed and the depolarised spectrum of the liquid 
is then recorded.
The étalon finesse is remeasured using the colloid sample and the 
finesse during the scan is assumed to be the average of the two 
Finesses measured (provided the étalon finesse has not dropped as low 
as 25 during the scan when the spectrum is rejected).
A diagram is given of the experimental arrangement. Fig 3.1.
per t L  liquids Which scattered the least light (the lower n- 
alcohols and the lowest concentration alkane solutions) extra care 
was taken to minimise the parasitic scattered light (from cell walls 
and optics) entering the spectrometer by introducing and plactng
baffles.
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Fitting Procedure for Spectral Shape
The data output is a set of 1024 numbers corresponding to the 
channels in the store of the transient recorder. To scale the width 
of the peaks observed to the free spectral range of the etalo 
is necessary to have two orders in the spectrum. The scanning of 
the étalon is generally non-linear and so the scanning voltage is 
set to cover between two and three orders so that the fitting 
routine can adequately take account of the non-linearity of the scan
from the peak shape.
The program first locates the peak positions as a function of 
channel number. The program is given starting guesses for the peak 
half width in terms of the number of channels, the separation of 
the peaks, the linearity of the scan, the shift of the central peak 
from the edge of the data file, the height of the peaks and the 
height of the background observed. The program then produces a 
spectrum from the starting guesses which it compares to the 
experimentally observed spectrum and generates an error function which 
corresponds to the sum of the squared differences between the 
Observed spectrum and that calculated from the starting guesses. The 
program then uses a minimisation routine to adiust the parameters to 
the fit selectively so as to minimise the error function.
initially the program assumes that the peaks are U>rentzi.n in 
form (which is a good approximation in the low viscosity case when
U . din is narrow compared to the main structure). Thethe shear wave dip is narrow i-
. . .V.,-. fit are the peak half width, background,parameters obtained from this fit are tne p
peak height, separation, linearity and shift.
For liquids with higher viscosities it is necessary to fit the
data to a more complicated spectral form. The form chosen is that
. „ o f  Keves and Kivelson. (1 ) and an approximation of the second equation of Keyes ana
■ h. it is that the spectrum is of the form of a often used to describe it is tnat tne v
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positive Lorenzian which is accompanied by a dip which is a negative 
Lorentzian. The depth of the dip is related to a coupling parameter R 
which gives a ineasure of coupling between laolecular orientation and 
shear waves in the body of the liquid. The half width of the dip 
is given by K^n/o where K is the scattering vector. The fitting 
procedure gives fits to Keyes and Kivelson’s equation, not to the
approximation.
For the fit to "Lorentzian with dip" or "Double Lorentzian" the 
program is adjusted so as to perform initially a single I^rentzian fit 
and then holding the obtained of separation, shift and
linearity (which are characteriàtics of the scan and not of the 
spectrum) constant the program performs a fit to Lorentzian with dip 
in which the parameters peak half width, background, peak height, dip 
half width and coupling parameter R are adjusted and obtained from
the best fit.
A third option is also available in the fitting procedure. As 
well as fitting the spectra to the U>rentzian with dip and obtaining 
from the fit values of K^n/p and R it is also possible to input into 
the program the measured values of K^n/p. A comparison of the R 
values obtained by the two separate methods may be made.
For the n-alcohols the spectra have a low signal to noise ratio 
compared with the spectra for the corresponding n-«lkane. A n-alcohol
has about the same optical anisotropy as the corresponding n-.lk.ne «.d
• .^.lv the same amount of light but because of the so scatters approximately the same amo
higher viscosity the n-alcohol molecules move more slowly in the liquid 
Chan the n-alkane. The n-alcohol spectra are much narrower and 
appropriate free spectral range for the étalon is much smaller.
Hence in the collection optics used for the alcohols the final 
u K i.«nmUit>licr tube is smaller than that for the n-pinhole at the photomultiplier
11 noise level on the data obtained is greateralkanes and generally the noise ^ levei^
than that for alkanes,
Results from Fitting Procedures
The computed observed values of peak and dip half width and 
separation are given in terms of number of channels. They can be 
convérted into frequency units by scaling them to the peak separation 
and multiplying the result by the étalon free spectral range.
These widths obtained are not the actual widths of the spectra, 
as the observed spectrum is the convolution of the true spectrum with 
the instrumental function. In using the double grating spectrometer 
a deconvolution of the spectrum may readily be performed as the shape 
of the instrumental function is constant and determinable over the 
complete spectrum. With the Fabry Perot system this is not the case.
The form of the instrumental function of Fabry Perot inter 
ferometers is a Voigt function (2) (a mixture of Gaussian and 
Lorentzian forms) for a fixed spacing interferometer, pressure scanned 
and once adjusted, stable for time periods of the order of a month.
Our Fabry Perot system has an adjustable spacing, is piezo- 
electrically scanned and is stable for periods of the order of an 
hour, hence a variable instrument function exists in practice.
For simplicity in the deconvolution procedure we assume an 
instrumental function which is Lorentzian. The width of this 
Torentzian may be measured by determining the width of the spec„um of
, • a Uvht scattered by a colloid solution. The ratio ofthe depolarised light scactercu jr
T o i-n this instrumental width is called thethe free spectral range to this inscrum
finesse of the étalon.
free spe ctra l range
fin esse  -  ijjsxRUMENTAL Wiuiti
r . . l  V “ , ™  ■“
— OO ”
relationship between the half widths is given by (3)
Real PKHW + JIW- PKHW(OBSERVED)
. Real PKHW - - ilW
where JIW is the instrumental half width.
This simple deconvolution procedure is valid for Lorentzian 
spectra and Lorentzian instrumental functions, only »hen the half 
widths are not comparable. The same simple deconvolution procedure 
is applied to the dip half width, as it approximates to a negative 
Lorentzian form. The real dip half width is given by the observed
half width minus the instrumental half width.
The value of the R parameter which is óbtained in the spectral
fit is also deconvoluted by making the assumption that with the 
negative Lorentzian approximation the intensity observed in the dip 
with the spectrum undeconvoluted is equal to the intensity observed 
in the dip with the spectrum deconvoluted. As the depth of the dip 
is proportional to the R parameter this simple approach leads to the
conclusion that
DIPHWq bs erve d 3.2
R - RmEASURED * (DIPHHpjsERvED ‘ »I“)
......... of the Relative ............. . Collisional Rackgound
and the Intrinsic Scattering
The depolarised light scattering results from an optical
anisotropy which results fro. at least two separate sources. One 
depends on intrinsic molecular anisotropy which is related to the 
.„lecular structure. The time dependent behaviour of this anisotropy 
is dependent on fairly slow molecular rotation processes «.d so the
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spectrum of the light scattered is the low frequency part of the 
spectrum and is the central Lorentzian component.
The other molecular anisotropy is produced by Dipole Indue 
Dipole (DID) processes and its time evolving properties are governed 
by fast collisional processes in the liquids. The light scattered 
appears as an approximately exponential high frequency wing. In the 
spectra from the Fabry Perot this appears as a flat background.
An attempt is made to make a separation of these two components
in the data from the Fabry Perot.
Each spectrum consists of a single Lorentzian sitting on broad
exponential wings. In the Fabry Perot system these spectra overlap 
and the broad exponential background is smeared out to give a flat 
background. As the number of central Uirentzians and backgrounds are 
the same the integrated intensity of the exponential background is 
simply given by the intensity of the observed flat background which 
sits under a single Lorentzian. In terms of the output from the
computer
. T ■ SEPN X BASE^BACKGROUND COLLISIONAL
3.3
The intensity of the slow contribution which is given by the 
central Lorentzian is an easy matter to calculate. The intensity of a 
lorentzian is given by s x amplitude x half width. Thus
j « X  « TT X FHT X PKHW
^LOR SLOW
3.4
using these values it is possible to estimate the v parameter 
aefined as the fraction of the total light scattered which is due to
the intrinsic molecular anisotropy.
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In terms of IgLow ^COLLISIONAL given by
^SLOW 2.12
^SLOW ^COLLISIONAL
The V parameters obtained for various liquids were not 
reproducible to better than 20Z or more,mainly due to the problems 
of overlapping spectra and fluorescence in the samples. One possible 
reason for the inconsistencies in the results lies in the fitting 
procedure. The program makes allowance for the contribution to the 
background from the tails of two Lorentzians on either side of the 
central peak observed. As the program does not take into account the 
™ c h  larger number of Lorentzians the background calculated by the 
fitting procedure is larger than the real background by an amount
determined by the tails of these U>rentzians. The larger the ratio
«•Ues the correction requiredpeak half width/peak separation the greater
to the background.
CORRECTIONS
The correction to the background may be calculated in two ways.
„e can sum up the contributions at the central U>rentzian of the 
third, fourth and fifth Lorentzians and so on out to a point where the 
contributions from the U.rentzians become negligible. As there are 
„.aers on both sides of the central U.rentzian the total contribution 
fs twice the sum of contributions f r »  U,rentzians from three outwards, 
If the peak half width is represented by p. separation by S «id 
the full height is represented by T the magnitude of the intensity 
contribution at the central lorentzian due to the n order away i.
given by
* n - 7 T ^
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The total contribution to the intensity is given by twice 
the sum of this quantity for Lorentzians from three out to infinity.
This can be written as
00
.  2 y ___ y^OTAL (LORENTZIAN) ^¿3 ^
WAnKGROUND PB OC
Hence we calculate
contribution to the background from the Lorentzians to the full 
height of the Lorentzian for different values of the ratio S/p (t 
ratio of the separation of the orders to the peak half width). Using 
tables of these values gives a correction to the value of the base­
line background obtained by the fitting procedure. For the particular
value of p/S obtained by the fitting procedure the value of
-, Ao T? ia also obtained from the fitA /F is found from tables. As F 1
the as»unt of background which corresponds to the tails of far 
Lorentzians is calculated and a correction is obtained for the base.
An alternative method of calculating the correction y 
performed. The fitting program takes into account contributions from 
the neighbouring four orders (two orders either side) which is 
e,uivalent to ignoring the intensity contribution to the background 
from the Lorentzian component at two orders out. This nay be expressed
as
^BACK(CORRECTION)
do)
2S
^BACK(CORRECTION) “
- 2 tan (“J"))
^iffarent values for the correction factor The two methods give different values
A The relationship between IbACK(CORRECTION) ^ T A L
^OTAL’
^BC “  ^^OTAL
simply
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The correction factor for the second method is 20Z higher than
that given by the first method at S/p ■ 2 and at S/p - 20 the
correction for the second method is 40Z higher.
Even with these corrections the values of the v parameter obtained
are subject to a large scatter and appear to vary from sample to 
sample of the same liquid. A possible reason is a contribution to 
the background from fluorescence in the sample, the magnitude of 
which varies from sample to sample. It is not possible to separate 
the fluorescence contribution from the collisional contribution to
the spectra in the Fabry Perot.
in experiments using the double grating monochromator it is
possible to make a separation of the fluorescence induced background
and the interaction induced background because of the functional form
of the different backgrounds and the different frequencies at which
they occur.
3 3  n...,iption of tb. tv,uble Grating Monochromator
f^asurements were made of the depolarised (VH) spectra of some
of the n-alkanes using a Coderg double grating monochromator at the
ramKr-iHoe The n-alkanes investi- Physical Chemistry Laboratories, Cambridg .
gated were the even n-alkanes from hexane to hexadecane. and the odd 
n-alkanes pentane, heptane and nonane. All the materials apart from
.n .  . . .  - ■ .» >  ” • ” ■
from the stores of the Cambridge Laboratories.
The liquid samples were filtered as described into stoppered
,, The cells were held in a block in which the rectangular cells. The cells wet
temperature was stable to about 1 °C.
at which measurements were made were in the regio The temperatures at wh ^
20 ° - 24 °C. an extra measurement was taken for H 3^  at about 70
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to obtain information about the relative intensities of the fast and 
slow contributions to the depolarised Rayleigh scattering in the 
temperature region in which the dip occurs in the depolarised Rayleigh
spectrum for
The light source was a Coherent Radiation argon ion laser 
operating in multiple modes at a wavelength of 514.5 nm. The power of 
the collimated beam passing through the sample was in all cases about 
150 mW, all spectra were obtained at a fixed scattering angle of 90°.
The detector was a cooled gallium arsenide photomultiplier.
Gallium arsenide has a very low work function and hence produces a 
very flat spectral response over the visible range. However the low 
work function causes the tube to produce a large number of thermal 
electrons at room temperature. This dark current is reduced by cooling 
the tube to about -30 °C by them»staticall, controlled boil-off of^ 
U,uid nitrogen. This reduces the dark^count from 5000 counts sec at
room temperature to about 4 counts sec . ^
Statistical noise in a counting experiment is proportional to N
where N is the total number of counts. By increasing the counting time 
K is increased and hence increases the signal to noise ratio. The 
slit widths are chosen so as not to distort the spectrum but to give
as large a count rate as possible.
The accumulation t i« of 10 seconds is chosen to give as noise
free a spectrum as possible without increasing the time of recording
a single spectrum to too long a period.
The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig 3.2.
Form of Data ^
The data is output onto paper tape starting at one side o
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rate of the photomultiplier tube (50,000 counts sec ^). For the low 
frequency region of the spectrum the maximum resolution of the 
instrument is used (smallest slit widths 0.25 cm and counting at 
points ^  cm'^ apart. Corrections are made for the finite slit width
in a computer deconvolution procedure.
Moving further out along the wings the counting rate decreased.
To reduce statistical error in the counts the machine is stopped and 
a note is made of the position at which it has been stopped. The slits 
and aperture are opened so that the counting rate goes up to a level 
at which the statistical error is much lower. Two normalising 
are made - both 100 second counts - one before the machine is adjusted, 
the other after the machine adjustment. These are used to match up 
the two regions of the spectrum. The wider slit width makes no 
significant distortion to the final line shape as in the wings the 
intensity changes less rapidly with frequency than in the central 
region. Moving further out along the wings this process of changing 
the instrumental parameters is repeated to maintain a good signal to
noise ratio.
The resulting data on the paper tape is reconstituted into a full 
spectrum by matching up the various portions of the spectrum. The 
spectrum is then plotted on a linear intensity scale and a logarithmic
intensity scale.
Analysis of Data
1 ..fr.™ is a convolution of the true spectrum withThe observed spectrum is a convu
, . o H o n  When the instrumental function has a width the instrumental function, wnen tn
. rhe true spectrum the instrumental function oustof the same order as the true speccru
be well characterised.
The Cambridge group achieved this by using Rayleigh scattering 
trom a dilute suspension of polystyrene latex spheres in water contained
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in a cell of the same geometry as the cell containing the liquid
samples. The slit functions are found to be almost triangular and
are reproducible. These are used in the deconvolution of the spectrum
particularly of the central region of the spectrum. The half width
.  -1
of the triangular slit function is about 0.2 cm .
The depolarised Rayleigh spectrum consists of two main parts - 
a central Lorentzian and a collision induced scattering which takes 
the form of a roughly exponential background.
Fitting Procedure (4)
A„ exponential background is determined from the region beyond 
ten half widths of the central Lorenttian to represent the inter­
action induced background. This exponential is then subtracted from 
the data and then this residual spectrum is fitted out to six half 
widths to a single horentzian convoluted with the slit function 
determined as described previously where the width, position and 
intensity of the horentzian are allowed to vary. The residuals of 
the first fit are then added to the original exponential and a new
exponential background determined from the resultant. The procedure
• fit results, the final residuals ofis repeated until a consistent fit results.
such a fit being small.
This fitting procedure assumes that the spectrum is of the form 
indicated in Fig 3.3.
The exponential part represents a fast collisional process, the 
U,rentzun represents the average reorientational motion.
values of the half width of the central U,rentzian are obt.rne
Values of the intensity of this
from the computer fitting proce
. V iid.fi I are obtained from the computer 
Lorentzian which can be labelled
• that the wings are given by the form I - I„ ««P )•fit, assuming that tne wius
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SPECTRAL FORM ASSUMED
1 SPECTRAL FORM GENERALLY
The computer output also contains details of the parameter A which 
is related to (l^ - erp A)and the value of the slope of the 
logarithmic representation of the collision induced wings (— ).
is found to be within 10 1 of 30 cm'l for all the n-alkanes con- 
clrned. It is a simple matter to calculate values for the total
collisional intensity
^FAST “ ^ I exp (——) dw o
^FAST “ ^
From these results values of the v parameter may be^calculated. 
Because the instrumental width is of the order of 0.2 cm'^ the 
credibility of results for the half width of the central l^rentrian 
when the value given is below 0.2 cm'^ must be seriously questioned.
However it is interesting to note that the value obtained for hexa-
, to 019 cm"^) is within 20Z of a value which decane at room temperature (0.019 cm ^
. . • fh« Fabrv Perot étalon. This is an indicationwe have obtained using the Fabry Perot e
that the fitting procedures used are fully adequate.
Other Spectral Forms
It was noticed that rather than fitting the spectra to a form
.„a a sinale exponential that the wings of described by a Lorentzian and a single exp
e on a logarithmic intensity scale could perhaps be better the spectrum on a logarii- uu
»inns each of a different slope, the described by three separate regions, each
„ina further out from the centre of the spectrum, slope decreasing moving furtne
in Fig 3.4 the general appearance of the spectra is detailed. Regio
independent of the n-alkane studied. Region 2 for the lower n-
• hr line the higher the n-alkane the more this alkanes is a straight line, tne g
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region becomes curved. The length of region 2 appears to deer 
the higher the alkane. The slope of region 3 appears to take any
value at all.
we attempted to make tits of the collision induced wings to
the binary collision model of Búcaro and Utovitr (5),
I . 0, ^  exp - and found these fits very unsatifactory in that
any fitted parameters obtained depend very strongly on exactly which
region of the spectrum the fitting procedure is applied to. This
„ay be expectedfbron a logarithmic scale the form of w H  exp (-w/w„)
is a convex shape. In all the spectra on a logarithmic scale we 
observed a concave shape. Moreover as discussed in chapter 2 the 
Búcaro and Utovitz formula is strictly incorrect for liquids due to 
the inapplicability of the binary collision model, and the fact that 
pair anisotropy is also a function of molecular orientation.
in all of the liquids examined at high frequencies the spectra 
Observed on the logarithmic scale flatten out. The question arises 
whether this is a real effect or an instrumental effect. We 
investigated the possibility of there being a contributio 
wings of the spectrum from scattering from the cell wall. The spectrum 
of light scattered from an empty cell was observed and all that 
appeared was the sum of the rotational spectra of oxygen and nitrogen, 
in between these rotational peaks the signal falls to the dark count
indicating that in the spectra of the n-alkanes recorded there is
.. fh*» far winttS from stray light scattered little or no contribution to the far wings
from the cell walls.
out in the spectra is therefore a real effect.The flattening out m  tne sp
1 1 - ion model is valid and describes the spectra of the the binary collision model
a ter the low frequency wings an explanation of the light scattered for the low i q
• fhat they are due to multi particle inter-
higher frequency wings is that they
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actions in the liquid. There is also a possibility that the 
flattening out is due to contributions to the intensity from the 
Raman lines which ate 180 cm"^ further out in the spectrum.
3.4 cn .p i .  Preparation and A n cillia ty  Measurements
3 .4 .1  F ilte r in g  Techniques
Filtering was carried out using Millipore filtration units, with 
Millipore filters. The liquid is forced through the filtration unit 
using a syringe. The filtration unit and syringe are thoroughly 
cleaned before use. first being immersed in a hot recycling choroform 
bath and then are washed, first with filtered carbon tetrachloride 
and are blown dry in a filtered air stream or allowed to dry in an 
oven at approximately 60 °C. This washing process is repeated with 
filtered chloroform and after drying repeated again with filtered
propanol.
The filtering unit is assembled under strong illumination in a
j . .... is taken to ensure that there are nodust free cabinet and great cate is taken to
particles of dust inside the unit. Any particUs of dust which are
seen on the unit are blown away by directing a stream of dust free air.
once the unit is assembled the unit is washed out by first passing a
few mis of carbon tetrachloride through it. as particles of the filter
•. the filtering process. This process is repeated may break away m  the filtering p
.a. in each case allowing the unit tousing chloroform, then propanol, m  each c
dry out before continuing with the washing process.
initially the liquids investigated were the members of the n-
alkanes from pentane to pentadecane and were filtered twice, once with
a 0.2 u filter and again with a 0.025 u filter. However this was
found to he unnecessary in that a single 0.025 u filtering sufficed
except in cases where the liquid to he filtered had large quantities o
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dust present which would damage the 0.025 u filter because 
extra pressure required to force the liquid through the clogged up 
filter. For dusty liquids a 0.2 u prefiltering was found to be
necessary.
For the n-alcohols which are approximately ten times more viscous 
than the n-alkanes this procedure was found to be ineffective. These 
liquids are so viscous that they tear material from the filter and 
deposit it into the filtered sample. However examination of the used 
filters shows that they removed a large amount of dust from the 
unfiltered sample despite introducing fine fragments of disintegrated
filter into the filtered sample.
A modified filtering procedure was evolved for these n-alcohols. 
This involved prefiltering the n-alcohols using the cellulose 
Millipore filters to remove the fine dust present in these samples.
This filtering introduced larger particles, which were frag^nts of 
the filter. These were then re.»ved by a second filtering using teflon 
Millipore filters. As these filters were not obtainable in a very
small pore sire a stack of three or four individual filters was used
• ...-n.i« cleanins procedure was applied as a single filter. A more rigorous cleaning P
. . . . .  B U . , . ,  . . .  « » • '  " •  ”
. . . . . .  . . .  .<  * > .« .1 . . .  >“ > “ •
,U... i.
u
being used.
, • ..moles are examined and. if the procedure has been The resulting samples ar
carried out carefully, are found to he dust free. However in the most 
viscous liquid examined (n-undecanol) several large particle, were 
Observed in the sample. It seemed likely that the cause of this wa^^ 
that the backing of the teflon filter, which i. made of polyt ene
- s o ­
il
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breaking off. We found it impossible to prepare a particle free
undecanol sample.
The solutions examined were of the form alkane plus carbon 
tetrachloride. A large amount of the particular alkane to be used 
was filtered into a clean stoppered flask using a 0.025 p filter.
The flask had previously been cleaned using filtered carbon 
chloride and filtered propanol. In each case the flask is blown y 
A large amount of carbon tetrachloride was filtered into a clean
stoppered flask using a 0.025 p filter.
The solutions were then prepared by weighing measured amounts
oT each liquid into a single vial. Once this process was completed.
each vial was stoppered and the solutions were shaken to ensure
thorough mixing.
The sample of the solution is then filtered through a 0.22 p 
filter. This minimises concentration changes which may occur during
the filtering process.
At the final filtering the liquid is placed in a clean stoppered 
square Helma glass light scattering cell. The cell had been cleaned
each time the cell is blown dry using filtered air.
The prepared sample is examined in a laser beam for partxcle. o
oi..n its depolarised Rayleigh spectrum is dust. If the sample appears clean its depo . . . . . .
. a f snikes in the central Lorentsian which would be xndxcatxve examined for spxkes xn tne
1 . The samples which are prepared xn thxs way of dust in the sample. The sample
if due care is taken, of a very high quality.
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3^4,2 Density Measurements
Density measurements throughout are made using a Paar DMA 40 
digital density meter.
The instrument is calibrated over a temperature range of 20 °C 
to 60 “C. the temperature being regulated by water circulating around 
a thin glass tube containing the sample tube. The temperature of ^ 
the water bath is controlled at the required temperature to ±0.02 C.
in all the situations in this thesis when a density value is used 
it has been calculated from linear fits to the data obtained using the
digital density meter.
Density measurements were also used for measuring the concentration 
of solutions.
3,4,3 Concentration Measurements
Measurements of concentration were made using the density meter.
„e chose the density meter as a method of measuring concentrations 
rather than refractive index measurement mainly because for the 
alhane/carbon tetrachloride mixtures concerned there is a large 
Change of density with concentration, and also because with the 
density meter as the sample volume is of the order of 1 cm and may
be sealed, there is less chance of differential evaporation changing
«-Ko fritne scale of the measurement, the solution concentration during the time
..hlems associated with differential evaporation With a refractometer problems associac
are much more marked.
rhanee of volume on mixing the density Assuming that there is no change of vo . . ,
of the mixture should be linear with volume fraction of the indivi ua
components of the liquid before mixings. For all the solutions
• »Ua «lotriarion from linearityinvestigated the relationship was linear, the deviation
being less than 0.3Z
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When the solution sanples are prepared, after the solution had
been filtered directly into the sample cells, some of the filtrate was
filtered into a syringe and injected into a density meter, the density
obtained being used to calculate the volume concentration.
In all cases the volume concentration changed on filtering.
The sample is examined in the spectrometer for a period of
several hours during which time, due to differential evaporation the
solution concentration changes. After this period of time the
volume concentration of the solution is measured again and the
concentration for the experimental run is taken to be the average of
j 1 axe Tn the worst case the concentration change the observed values. In tne wor
measured was 0.4Z.
3,4,4 Viscosity Measurements
For all the liquids examined viscosity measurements are made
using Ubbeholde viscometers.
Readings were made in the temperature range 10 °C to 96 C with 
the viscometer immersed in a water bath thermostatically controlled 
to 0 .1 for temperatures below 60 “cand to 0.3 »0 for temperatures
above 60 C. . . .
The viscometers were calibrated using liquids of known viscosities
rhe calibration was IX* and the accuracy of the caixox
„ . . , . . . . 1 »  -  . . « . . .  . . i " . .  ” • “ “  “ “
5 °C. . .
For solution measurements a different technique was adopted u.
to the fact that differential evaporation changes the solution con­
centration during viscosity measurements.
. nued-er of solutions (about 12) are made up of the nnxture being
. w in . in volume concentration of alkane from 1001 to investigated, varying m  voium.
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01. the concentrations being reasonably equally spaced.
The density « t e r  is  set at the tes„erature of the v isco «te r bath
and the density of the particular sample about to be placed into 
Che viscometer is measured. A number of viscosity determinations were 
^de. The fa ll times varied showing that the concentration of the 
sample changed during the course of the measurement. The sample is  
then removed and the density remeasured. A concentration change is  
found. The sample is assumed during the run to have had an average 
density from which we obtain the average volume concentration.
Because of the averaging procedures, errors are introduced into 
the value of both viscosity and the concentration measurements. The 
extra error introduced is approximately IZ. The total error in 
viscosity measurements for the solutions was therefore estimated to 
Be about 2Z. whereas for the pure liquids i t  was about II.
in a single viscosity determination, for an approximately SOI 
volume concentration solution the volume concentration changes by 
.bout II. The data obtained is tabulated in the form of isotherms of
viscosity over the total range of volume concentrations.
• A fa fnr the solutions for which we have To obtain viscosity data for the soiuc
•«4:« ,^ tion  we use these isotherms in the obtained light scattering information we
following manner.
« of a solution is obtained before and The volume concentration of
V ,• hr scattering measurement, and so an average value of after the light scattering me . . . .
concentration during the light scattering measurement may be obt.rne . 
The viscosity/concentration isotherms are then used to obtain a
. . . • '  .has been obtained<« for which light scattering data has oeen volume concentration for whicn iig
. „ i s  corrected at each temperature point to 
(The volume concentration
nfj
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take account of temperature changes.) As the viscosity data for 
the solutions against temperature has a larger error than that for 
the pure liquids the method of calculation of viscosities used differs 
irom that used for the pure liquid (interpolation between adiacent data 
points). The viscosity data for the solution is fitted to the 
straight line relationship obtained from the equation n 
The standard deviation between the line and the data points is about
We believe that this gives the best 0.7Z in the cases examined, we oexiev
„.asurement method for viscosities of solutions in light scattering 
although the time involved in making such measurements 
(of the order of a week for each liquid).
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r m P TEB A RESULTS AMD ANALYSIS
In this chapter the terms "Lorentzian plus dip" and Double 
lorentzian" are interchangeable and refer to spectral fits to e,uation
2.9.
4.1 Monochromator Results^
4.1.1 Introduction
The results from the monochromator were analysed as is detai 
Cbe section on the experimental worh. The fitting procedure employed 
a t s  the spectra to a central l^rentzian plus an exponential wing 
convoluted with the instrumental function and results are as shown in
table 4.1.
Table 4.1
LIQUID
^5 ^ 12
S  ^14 1
^7 «16
«18
S «20
1 ^ 0 «22
^ 2 «26
1 ^ 4 «30
1 ^ 6 «34
^16,«34
TEMP
°C TAST
SLOW
0.9936 I 1.8968 
0.541 I 1.316 
0.2657 j 0.9598 
0.155 0.723
HALF
WIDTH cm 
lorentzian
, is the intensity of the exponential wing relative to the central
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Lorentzian at zero frequency on a logarithmic scale, l/i*>^  is f*>e ra 
at which the exponential wing falls off in inverse wave numbers.
IpAST S^LOW
under the curve for the fast and slow components of each spectrum.
The half width of the Lorentzian component of the spectrum is as 
shown - these results may be compared with results obtained from the
Fabry Perot with single Lorentzian fits to the data (which are not
« u r H but are used 
properly valid for the alkanes C^2 '^ 26* ^14 '^ 30* 16 34*
here for the purpose of comparison as the fits to the data from the 
«„nochromator are to single Lorentzian plus background).
Table 4.2
A comparison of Half Widths from Two Separate Instruments
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line, the width of the spectrum is one sixth of the instrumental 
width and the results agree to within 201. Hence the fitting 
procedure used appears to be satisfactory. Our main interest in the 
uKinochromator data is in the collision induced portion of the spectra.
The other information in table 4.1 is the v parameter. This 
„presents the proportion of the total depolarised spectrum which is 
due to the intrinsic optical anisotropy of the molecule.
4 ,1 .2  C o llis ion a l Portion o f the S p e ctr^
„e have obtained data from the spectral fits which give informa­
tion about the collisional part of the spectrum. This may be related 
to the anisotropic Rayleigh ratio which for a molecular liquid is
given by equation 2 .1 .
R'AN
A^N
2 4
i ^ )
-2
N
45 N^ ^
CGS
SI
• j 1 i »Vit" scattered is dxrectly The intensity of the depolarised light
• 1 to R The total amount of depolarised light scatteredproportional to
. i, related to a collision induced mean by collisional processes is relat
squared optical anisotropy by equation 2.13.
(1 - V) RAN (■
2 . 9 A -2
n X ^  * Pr ^ COLLISIONAL
 ^ -.1 as m  and 0 number den sities  from 
Using R values from Dandridge ( ) ,  r
: : :  j . . . . . ~  ■•■■■■•
for collisional.
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COLLISIONAL ANISOTROPY N ALKANES j
in s
N a  OF CARBON ATOMS .„,enTooi»Ÿ
PARAMETER! SLOM ANISOTROPYAOTAL ANISOTROPY
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Table 4.3
Collision Induced Anisotropies at 2 2 - 2 4  C
.  i .  1 . . — * •<
relevance to collisional motion will be discussed later.
e are calculated iron, the slope of the exponential The values of w are caicux«
is related to the time between collisions by 
part of the spectrum, is
the way in which the induced anisotropy varies
entities approach each other. , . j exp (-w/w )
The reasons behind using the equation 1 *P
ere discussed in the theory section (Chapter 2). To su»arise -
end Utovits perfon. calculations on the shape ».d inten.it, of 
Búcaro and ^
the Rayleigh wings of the spectr
Por «.lecular li,-ia. they obtained the relation
l(u) - I «*P (-u/Uo)
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U) is shown to be given by the relation
o
J. 1 „  (y/KT)‘ 1 - (2/1.X2C /KT)‘
f.t 6 O
e and are the constants used in the standard expressions of
the Lelnard Jones potential and y is the reduced mass.
Later calculations show that taking account of the non zer 
coUision parameters and an appropriate distribution of molecular 
velocities the prexponential part of the formula reduces to m .
Therefore l(m) - 1„ exp which is the form used in the fttttng
procedure. As discussed in Chapter 2. Búcaro and Litovitz s formula 
is not applicable to anisotropic molecules as the Leonard dones 
approximation is not valid, and An depends both on molecular ortenta-
tion and separation.
•K, enrm to describe the collisional spectrum is that Another possible form to descri
due to Levine and Birnbaum (3) for which it is shown
2.20
I(u)) « exp (-w/Wq)
r 2.21
f 2it M  and *  Y
1 is effectively the average intermolecular distance.
Y
end* a binary collision model. We discuss All these equations assume a binary
. ...„i,.!«. .. -------- ““
^ .. in 15X of 30 cm-\ If we examine Uvine and Birnbaum s
found to be within ^jecular liquid.
a. -««a-ficance of this may be seen. In a n  a» equation the sign ©
orion is the same - approximately 0.6 A the molecular separation i
ue get that m - the amss of the colliding entity in all the n-a
- 92 -
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examined is about 19 amu which is approximately the mass of a 3 
group, a chain end. or a CH^ group which is an independent group in
the chain.
The value of ^ 30 cm'^ or 900 GHz is close to the frequency of 
conformational transitions in the computer simulations of Ryckaert and 
Bellemans (A) (see Chapter 2). that is the frequency of independent
,K,vement of elements of the alkane chain.
perhaps a further indication of the significance of this may be
seen from an estimation of a collision time from an expression due to
N ikitin (5).
2
1 -  t e i
This according to Tabisz leads to an value for CH4 of about 
30 cm-^ at room temperature (although that observed for CH, is about
V __j fhat these elements . 1. or^ iflcent to each other, and that cne»alkane chains which are adjacen
». far as collisional motion is con 
contain a single carbon atom. As far
,• ids behave as though they consist of individual cerned alkane liquids behave a
m  and CHo units.
2 ^ f the collision induced anisotropy
• . .^ith the number of carbon atoms i
ent one is that the collision induced anisotropy remains 
become appare .
approximately constant fo of
^ ^A exoect (if our assumption ot«Karnlv As we would expect v Chen increases sh rp ,
individual elemen s^ ,„,„,cional to the number of
is correct) that y COLLISIONAL
f  i| - 93 -
elements being involved in collisional notion we ere led to the 
conclusion that lor C3 H,, to H,, it is probably the chain ends
alone that are involved in collisional motion and that moving up from 
c „ there is a tendency for the cbai» to bend bacU on thenselves.
Z s  increases the anisotropy iron a sinple interaction with another 
molecule to an interaction with another nolecule plus a self inter-
action.
4 1  3 Problem s with interpretatign
There are problems with this simple interpretation of the data.
The experimental worh with the monochromator was undertaken as a 
confirmation of the half widths obtained with the Fabry Perot and not 
3 S a full scale investigation of the collisional spectra. The rnter-
r a of the collisional data is appropriate, bearing pretation presented of the coins
mind the limited anmunt of data available.
one of the difficulties is that the simple binary collision ^
model is strictly inapplicable to systems as complicated as the n
. . . w . . - . u » . . ••
. . . . . . .  0 » .  ..0 a ,  . r . « . .
By using an analysis relying
b c h  appear to validate that model. This may be an
obtained results which PP
invalid approach. ,, i . t exp (-w/w ) »e fit
Tn fitting the wings to the eguation iCw) X e P ^
rhe Wings from 30 cm'^ itom the ex citin g  line to a . u  X ~  .  
the Plots o f  in tensity  a g .in »t frequency on log
r argument which is often c ited  to explain this is
. . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  »  —  ^  ^
that the very high frequency tail
-  9A -
collisions. The time scale of these interactions is considerably 
faster than that for the two body interactions, and hence this 
contributes extra intensity to the high frequency portion of the
spectrum.
An atteispt to examine the possibility of three and four body 
interactions contributing to the high frequency portion was made.
However we found it difficult to get consistent results, due to the 
fact that in the high frequency wing (from 100 c»'^ to 200 cm ^  there 
are components due to Raman scattering and this id not separable in
the small amount of data available.
The separation of interaction induced spectra into two. three and
four body terms has been performed by a number of authors. This is
discussed in detail in Chapter 2.
However all these measurements have been performed on systems
which compared to the alkanes are very simple. Another probl«. in 
interpretation of the data arises from the flexibility of the alkane 
«.lecule and the fact that the time scale of collisional motion from 
the spectra (1 ps ^ 30 cm'b is the same as the time scale of con­
formational changes in the nmlecule (from simulations). The problem 
which arises is this. Implicit in the spectral analysis is that the
spectrum is separated into two components * '»*>»<:*> i*“
iand has a spectrum approximating to a Lorentxian) intrinsic scattering (and has a specti vv
^ T Which is the collisional induced scattering (and
^COLLISIONAL . _
has a spectrum approximating to an exponential). The first assumption
Which is made is that these two processes h « e  widely different time
ecales «wi can be frequency separated. This is true in the case of the
„-alkanes for in the ”worsf case investigated (pentane) the rotational
part has a half width of 2 cm'^ and the collision.! part ha. a decay
constant of 1/30 cm-^ which gives a time scale separation by a factor
of 15. - 95 -
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Another assumption implicit in the spectral analysis is that
T (light scattering securing as a result of coupled
^ROT-COLLISIONAL
rotational and collisional motion) is negligible, «hen this assump­
tion has been made before the experiments have been made on rigid 
«.lecules and there is some justification for this assumption. In 
the n-alkanes this may not be the case. It appears from the results 
that collisional motion is probably linked with conformational 
changes and as a conformational change in an n-alkane is 
a reorientation of part of the molecule there is a coupling process 
between collisional motion and réorientâtional motion in the n-alkanes.
, . - T in magnitude and spectral form isCalculation of ij^oT-COLLISIONAL
difficult, in this work we make the perhaps unjustified assumption that 
it is negligible and does not contribute significantly to the de- 
polarised Rayleigh spectrum.
4.2 Results from the Fabry Perot System
The method of analysis of the spectra obtàined from the Fabry
Perot system is detailed in the section on the experimental procedure.
.. the snectra to a central Lorentzian plusThe fitting procedure fits the spectra
what the Fabry Ferot sees as a flat background and where appropriate 
the fitting procedure continues to give a fit to what approximates to 
a Lorentzian with a dip plus a flat background. We present graphically 
the result of these fitting procedures «id then continue with a simple 
analysis and a discussion of this data. Initially we examine the 
results from the depolarised Rayleigh spectra of the n-alkanes.
4.2.1 N-Alkanes; Neat Liquids
in this section we exmsine the results from fit. to spectra of
the n-alkanes. The liquids investigated were n-eicosane H „ )  «.d
the alkanes n-pentadecane to n-pentane (C^j to Cj
es which were easily available without the use of a temperature ranges which were
- 96 -
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cryostat. The error on each individual peak half width «asured was 
of the order of 61. For the liquids which were first examined 
(n-eicosane, tetradecane, tridecane and dodecane) the procedure was 
simply to take one spectrum at each temperature investigated. There is 
therefore a fairly large scatter on the results given. For the other 
„-alkanes which were investigated at a later stage in the course of the 
work the procedure evolved was to take spectra at a fewer number of 
temperatures but to take three or four spectra at each and then to 
average the results. In this way the data obtained had less scatter
on the final results.
vmere appropriate a fit to lorenttian plus dip or Double
^formed as well as the fit to the single Lorentaian. Lorentzian was performed as w e n  «
in these cases the half width obtained from the more complicated 
fitting procedure is the correct one but we display the data from the 
Simple fitting procedure to enable a comparison of the two sets of
half widths to be made. (Figs 4.3 to 4.20).
, the R parameter obtained from the fit
we also present values for the R parame
. , aip and values of the dip half width compared toto Lorentzian plus dip, an
r V^n/o (Figs 4.21 to 4.29). the theoretical values of K n/p. U  8
red here provide a reasonably comprehensive set The graphs presented here pro
nf lighf scattering data for the n-alkanes. The peak half widths 
obtained may be interpreted using the Stokes Einstein relation
discussed in Chapter 2.iss i
. . . . .  w . « .
“  ir viscosity of the liquid by equation 2.31.
is related to the macroscopic vise
-  106  -





gpVTì
KT
2.31
+ T
(gj/iz) “  correlation paraiaeter
p is the Perrin factor given by equation 2.28 
„ is the stick slip coefficient discussed in Chapter 2
V is the molecular volume
•i/» •wi «cositv of the liQUid TÌ is the macroscopic viscosi y
T is the absolute temperature.
. l i . . ■“  •“
n-alcohols.
R e s u lts
R p a r a m e t e r s 
Table 4.4
R Parameter
l i q u i d 1 FITS TO LORENTZIAN 
' + DIP
fit s WITH ^  fix ed
^20 ^^ 42 
C^5 H^2
^14  ''so  
^13 "28 
^12 "26
0.41 ± 0*0^
0.30 ± 0,0^ 
0.33 ± 0*03
0.27 ± 0.05 *
0.24 ± 0.04 *
0.33 ± 0.03
* only over restricted tesg-erature range.
• fV> R values obtained for other , -spo in agreement with R valuesThese R values are m g
1-0 the araphs of R values against«,lecular liquids. Referring to the g
0-. A 92 4 24 4.27. 4.29) it is seen that the
temperature (Figs 4.21, • * • » ^rature ranges
imatelv constant over the temperature range 
parameter remains approximately co
-  112 -
. » . .  V . 1 - .  ^ 5> Slieht decrease with
pentadecane. In this case there appears
increasing temperature. This is liUel, to he an artefact due to 
errors in the deconvolution procedure. The higher temperatures 
eorres^nd to the narrowest dip half width and from the graphs whrc
compare the theoretical values of ^  ^  J
4 23 4 25 *-28) it is apparent that deconvolutiohalf width (Frgs 4.23. 4.25.
r ..ork as well as it could - however this is d does not work
that the instrumental width is compar
general trend in the R parameters obtained for the alkane 
Chains is that the mean values obtained decrease as
decreases. The values obtained fo r  C,, H,, and C,3 33
only over a restricted temperature range, due to the fact t
rhe hiS.er temperatures at which the dip is still visible in o .  r
u,uids. in these lidui.s the viscosity is such that the dip half
than the main structure and is therefore n 
width is much narrower than tne ma
resolved.
cTniCF.S EINSTEIN RELATION
Tke Stokes E instein re la tio n  is  given by
.  G ( ^  H + T )K T 0
2.31
s „„ fits to a Lorentzian and Lorentzian plus
in all cases r^s
n/T (Fies 4.30 to 4.47). 
dip is plotted against the quantity n/ •
The following points are noted
a) in all cases the graphs approximated (within the limits o
Kdz related to a molecular volume, of these graphs may he
- 113 -
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(ii) In all cases the value of the intercept observed was negative, 
the magnitude of this intercept decreasing for the smaller 
alkanes. For Cj »^4 and it is zero within the
limits of experimental error.
(iii) For the better quality data (ie that on which the scatter was 
least) the graphs of against n/T were observed to curve 
weakly upward at low values (Fig 4.45). The curvature was 
of the same magnitude as the errors on the data points. The 
significance of this curvature will be discussed later.
The results from the Stokes Einstein fits are presented as 
follows. The slope of the straight line is multiplied by Boltzmann’s 
constant and is expressed in angstroms^. This is equivalent to an 
effective molecular volume. The value of the intercept obtained is
expressed in picoseconds.
- 123 -
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Table 4,5
Results From Stokes Einstein Fits to Data for N-Alkanes
INTERCEPT (ps)
LIQUID SLOPE x K  - EFFECTIVE VOLUME
SINGLE LORENTZIAN SINGLE
LORENTZIAN PLUS DIP LORENTZIAN
FIT
LORENTZIAN 
PLUS DIP
1C20 1^42
1C^ 5 H32
481 ± 14 708 ± 27
367 ±4 456 ± 9
1
“30
S 3 «28
lS2 «26
k i «24
k o «22
k «20
r®
«18
s «16
r
«14
s «12
-29 ± 3
Referring to the Stokes Einstein equation it is seen that the
. m l » .  . . .  . 1 . »  o .  » •  « “ " “ ■> "  “  ■“
.  1 . . . .  . , l » . . . l ™ . >  . . . . . I . . * »  • *• “
the stick slip coefficient and p is the Perrin factor.
,-n. to make a con?.arison between the molecular volume Vlhen attempting to make a comp
and the volumes measured in the Stokes Einstein fits to the data it 
.......ntial to decide which of the volume, measured is the most
!il
<-
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appropriate to uae In the coriparlson. For the lower viscosity 
liquids (C,o to C3 H,2) the dip is very narrow with respect to 
the »ain Lorentzian feature and so the spectra are essentially 
Lorentzian. The volu««s obtained from the single Lorentzian fits 
are therefore appropriate. For the higher viscosity liquids where 
the dip is easily observable the volumes obtained from the fits to 
I.orentzian plus dip are those which are appropriate for analysis.
OF EFF.^rTTVE VOLUMES OBT.TMFh WITH STOKES EINSTEIM VOLTOgS 
in the Stokes Einstein equation the Stokes Einstein volume is
given by the quantity GopV.
V is the molecular volume and can be determined simply from the
atomic and «»lecular dimensions. In our case we determined the
.«.lecular volume from simple measurements on Courtaulds atomic models.
G, a and p are determined by the molecules’ environment in the
liquid’. G is the angular correlation function and related to the
degree of molecular alignment in the liquid, a and p are both related
CO the hydrodynamics of the smlecular reorientation in the liquxd.
a U  related to the efficiency of transfer of momentum across the
a^lecular boundary to the surrounding "fluid”. P is determined
exclusively by the molecular shape. An oblate, or prolate ellipsoi
suspended in a fluid undergoes both reorientational and translatronal
diffusion at a slower rate than a sphere of the same volume. Ferrrn
calculated the effect of shape (for prolate and oblate ellipsoids) on
both the rotational, and translational diffusion times. The resu ts
.. • terms of a Perrin factor p greater than unity. An are expressed in terms or
j a Perrin factor p undergpes dif-ellipsoid with a volume V and with a Perrin fa
w thet it acts as a sphere with an equivalent fusion processes such that 1
_ •»•wniate ellipsoid IS given by
volume pV. The Perrin factor for p
equation 2.28. _
The molecules examined in these experiments are flexible and 
have a time varying conformation. In making a comparison between the 
observed values of the Stokes Einstein volume and the calculated value 
the question arises for which conformation should pV be calculated.
The average molecular conformation lies between completely coiled (and 
approximating to a sphere) and completely extended (all trans). The 
quantity pV (the effective molecular volume) should therefore lie 
between V (the actual molecular volume) and ('*«'* ^trans
the Perrin factor for the all trans molecule).
Table 4.6 
Comparison of Molecular Volumes
O3
V (A^)
iN-Alkanel Axial Ratio | Actual Volume 
b/a
*^20
*^ 15 ''32 
'^14 ''30  
'^ 13 ''28 
*^ 12 ''26 
11 *^24
iCio »22
'9 *20
8 *18
'6 *14
S  *12
Perrin Factor 
Volume 0 3,
PtransV (A^)
Stokes Einsteinj 
Volume
In table 4.6 a comparison is to be made between the Stokes
Einstein volume (GapV) and the quantity pV which may U e  be
- 126 -
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bounds of V and (Axial ratios and nolecular volumes are
calculated fros. Courtaulds scale atonic nodels.) Because of the 
urge possible range of values which pV nay tahe (for nost alkanes, 
from the information displayed) we can only sensibly deduce 
„ualitative information about the behaviour of the quantity Go from
the above table.
For C, H , 2  the range of values which pV can take lies between 
108 a ' and 179 A ^  The experimentally observed Stokes Einstein volume 
for this liquid was A9 From this we can deduce that for thrs
liquid the value of the quantity Go lies between 0.45 and 0.27.
For the longer n-alkanes the range of values which pV can take
, C H 260 °A^  to 1318 are tmch larger than the equivalent
r a n g i ^ L ^ t L  short alkanes. In an analysis of the data molecular 
conformation plays a much more important part for the longer alkanes 
Chan for the short alkanes, lack of conformational information
V the interpretation of the depolarised U g h t  scattering therefore makes the interpretau
than for the short chain data for the longer alkanes more difficult than
systems.
111 1«
The maximum values oi.
. ^omoletely coiled up in the liquid, themolecules concerned were completely
„,i»te if the n-alkane molecules were 
minimum values would be approp
. . Che liquid. Neither of the two extremescompletely extended m  the q
.« «f infra-red spectra have indicated 
Go is likely, however measurements
os C H and below in the liquid state, the that for the n-alkanes Cg H^g an
. . {» less than that of trans states, 
population of gauche states -ik„es
-K1 . values for Go for the n-alkanes The maximum and minimum possible values
examined ate shown in table 4.7.
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Table 4.7
t
« t-» r H Ga is always below 1.For the shorter n-alkanes (Cg t ^^ 2^
The quantity G has been measured for a range of n-alkanes by Cle«nt 
and Bothorel (6). The study in which these results were obtained 
involved the «asureeent of the relative intensities of integrated
depolarised light scattering from neat alkanes and th e ir  solu
, V. ci«.i£icant corrections were applied to the carbon tetrachloride. Significant cor
refractive indices of the neat liquids and solutions. However these
smasurements indicate that for the n-.lkanes C3 « , 3  to C3 H,, the
1 1 For the n-alkanes above Cg H^g
factor G was approximately equal
G increases to a value of about 2 for
that Clement and B othorel's values o f  G are correc If one assumes that uiemen
ii .. C H to C. H,, the data seems to indicate that then for the n-alkanes Cg H^g t ^2
- 128 -
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the factor a is a function of chain length decreasing with decreasing 
chain length. A possible reason for this would be that the shorter 
the n-alkane »olecule the core it approximates to a sphere, and a 
spherical molecule would tend to rotate « r e  within its own volume in 
the liquid, interacting less with its neighbours than the hydro 
ayuamic model (which is inherent in the Stohes Einstein relation)
„„Uld indicate. This would lead to the observed decrease in the
parameter a.
For C,, H,, Clement and Bothorel’s value of G » 2 would imply 
a maximum possible value of a of 0.73 which indicates a perhaps 
surprising freedom of movement for these n-alhane chains in the neat
liquid.
„n w  nu TKTERPBET^TTnu OP STOKES EIKSTFTN EES.n,TS FOR HEAT LiqUlOS
The Stohes Einstein volume observed in depolarised light scattering 
has been shown to he related to the volume of the particle undergoing 
reorientational diffusion processes in the liquid exmnined. It is 
however modified by a number of effects which tahe place in the liqui . 
For the n-alhanes one hnows from «.lecular dimensions the value of the 
aa>lecular volume V. The quantity which is measured in the Stohes
Einstein relation for depolarised Rayleigh scattering is G«pV. P -
• .d directly. To obtain G, o, p separately is very therefore obtained direcciy.
 ^ .. . 1 1  directly or indirectly functions ofdifficult. G. a and p are all directly
«lecular shape and conformation. To explicate matters further an
. are also likely to he functions of temperature. To adequate y
one needs to perform an experiment m  
separate the three quantities one .....
orlties are held constant and the third is which two of the three quantities
•_o..l conditions. To design such an varied as a function of experimental condit
. . . . . . . » • •  » •  “ “
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«.lecule. is very difficult. It »ay be that the only infonsation which 
can be reliably obtained from a Stokes Einstein analysis of the data
is the quantity Gop.
Table 4.8
I. „  . . t w  .. ■“  - I " ' « ! “  •“  "
,u .  ~  • - ' " v —  "■
n _ ppi This 18 detailed scattering from solutions of some n-alkanes in CCl^.
in the following section.
4 2.2 w-sik.nes= Soluti-  Tetrachloride
I„ this section we e«mine the results from fit. to spectra of 
solutions of the n-alkanes in carbon tetrachloride. The liquids
examined were the n-alkanes C^j Hjj. Cg H^g. The purpo
this piece of work is to attempt a separation of the factor. G. a. P
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«.lecule. is very difficult. It may be that the only information which 
can be reliably obtained from a Stokes Einstein analysis of the data
is the quantity Gap.
Table 4.8
in an attempt to effect the separation of the various factors in 
the quantity Gup «e performed a progra»« of work on depolarised light 
scattering from solutions of some n-alkanes in CCl,. This is d.taile
in the following section.
, !.! .-.I......
.. ,.l. -  -»I” ■“  ““ ”
solutions of the n-alkanes in carbon tetrachloride. The liquids
examined were the n-alkanes Cjj Hjj, Cg H^g. The pu p
this piece of work is to att«spt a separation of the factors G. a. P
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from the quantity Gup obtained from the Stokes Einstein fits to the
data for the neat alkanes.
The work was performed in essentially two parts, 
initially for a fixed temperature each alkane was examined over 
a range of solution concentrations (Figs 4.48 to 4.53). The intentxo 
was to investigate how the quantity Gop varies with solution con­
centration for a fixed temperature.
Then for a number of solution concentrations samples were 
examined over a range of temperatures (Figs 4.54 to 4.60). The purpose 
Cf this was to investigate how the quantity Gop varies with temperature
for a fixed solution concentration.
The method of interpretation of the results is essentially that
detailed for the n-alkanes. For pentadecane and its solutions the
spectra are analysed in terms of Lorentzian plus dip. R parameters
.re obtained for these solutions. For decane and oct»te the spe^ra
1 r X^n/o (the theoretical value of the dtp half are such that the value of K n/p (the tne
width) is much less than the half width of the main feature. The 
spectra therefore approximate to U>renttians and are treated
the analysis.
ili
r e s ults
R Parameters for Fentadecane
— for .omtion. of pentadec«.e rn carbon 
tetrachloride (see table 4.9). All these were obtained at a temperature 
Of 34.5 Oc.Fcrtmlow concentration solution, (ie below 50* volume 
concentration) there was an increasing noise level on the pe 
Which xmsks the dip. making the value, of the K paramater obtarned
imreliable.
! I ;
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Table 4.9
All the data fro«, which the above reaults are obtained are
Shown on the graph Fig 4.49. It may be seen that.
V H d  R is approxisuitely directly proportional to the believed to be valid, R i» appro*
This dependence of R parameter onsolution volume concentration. This depend
• .... also been observed (7) for solutions ofsolution concentration has also been o
nitrobensene iP carbon tetrachloride.
STOKES ElNS-rBTH FITS TO DATA
--------------------- f-wo sets o f depolarised lightAS stated the solution work supplied t  o
iu.na The first set has information fromscattering data for each n-alkane. The fi
. a .. ior each n-alV«ne over a range of «.lution light scattering data for ea
. . . ” ■ “ • ~
J .1- of data which we first examine.It is this second set of data
- 139 -
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The graphs of the results are presented (Figs 4.61 to 4. 
table 4.10 we present the volumes obtained from the Stokes Bin 
to spectra taken at different temperatures for the same volume con­
centration.
Table 4.10
0
Liquid
Z Volume Concentration Stokes Einstein
°3
In CCl^ Volume A“
Gap
^ r H .elutions Fig. 4-61 to 4.64 .how .For the C 5 H„  and aoiu
^ ». j , the relaxation time obtained
linear relationship between n/T and
, .... Kavleigb .tattering. The Stoke. Einstein volume.
from the depolarised Rayleign .  ^ , -j™ ,
with decreasing volume concentration of t e «) u 
Obtained decrease with
For C,„ H,, the relative decrease of the Stoke.
10 « u From a simple
dilution is slightly less th«> that for ^5 3 2 ’
th- Stokes Einstein volume is due to the 
viewpoint this decrease in the Stoxe
r rh. orientational correlation parmseter G with 
changing value of the
- 144 -
The fact that the decrease is proportionately solution concentration. The fact tnac t
, . MifK frhe accented behaviour of the G
less for ^22 ^
, • J intensity measurements ofparameter from the depolarised light intensity
Clement and Bothorel.
xc should also he noted that for ^ 3  « 3, and H 33 the value ol 
.he intercept on the tine aais increased with decreaUng solutton 
eoncentration. This na, he an indication that inertial eiiect. hecosn
^ r e  significant in dilute solutions.
For C„ H.g as solution concentration
. rpies 4.65 to 4.67). The Stokes 
plots hecone less and less linear. (Fig» , c H are
. fh. lower solution concentrations of Cg H^g 
Einstein volunes for the
„ell below those neasured for the neat alkane.
.  c . . . .  u  » •
.. u . .......
n alkanes it is questionable whether a applies to the other n-alkanes i 4 . r .ua
Einstein interpretation of the data would furnish a separation o
-  into -  ~  ^  g. . Emotion of
" r r i r « U  as concentration, o and P. which are both function.
temperature as well also temperature
w .„a hence of conformation are also temp
of molecular shape oonformation of these
aependent which result, from the fact .
1 Is itself temperature depenflexible molecules is examineda fixed temperature were e»«».
range of solution concentrations ooncentration for
i„ order to investigate how GOP vane, with .
a to effect a separation of the various a fixed temperature and to effect
parameter s.
t ;
I '*
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The data from these experiments on solutions of the n-alkanes
C H Cp H,a i“ carbon tetrachloride is presen 
C^5 «32. C^Q «22* ‘-8 "l8
VioS 4»68 to 4e71e
c H 2 «as a hÌ8«er viscosity than carbon tetrachloride ».d the
viscosity of the resultant solutions is a strong function
centration, decreasing with decreasing solution concentration.
e H at root. tesg,erature has approxis^tely the s « .  viscos y 
^10 22 , ^ varies reaching
as carbon tetrachloride and the viscosity of t e
a „inisnun at intercediate concentrations. ^
C H „ has a lower viscosity  than carbon te tra c  o n
8 . »trona function of con-
viscosity of the resultant solutions is
• increasing with decreasing solution concentration,centration, increasing
In the case of H 32 an g ^g
rion of the solution is much more evident than th 
varying concentra „lecular behaviour of
changes in r. Hence a comparison between the -olecul
1  different li.ids as solution concentration decreases is
of this data is
. g \  ^H  + t 1
' i s  t “ ]
The equation may also be written as
these light scattering spectra is plotted m
-  7  <n/T) against solution concentration. «««*
form of the variation of t^g «gainst
„lotted in the conventional s«nnet 1« ( t ^  8
■“  ” • '  « .  ~  •»“
(n/T)) very large curve
The different ways in which n/T v a n  
the data points. Tne
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concentration in the three separate liquids made interpretation 
very difficult.
in the graphs Figs 4.72 to 4.76 of Tj^/(n/T) against solution 
concentration for the different n-alkanes a number of similarities are 
observed. In all cases as solution concentration decreases the value 
of decreased. This is to be perhaps expected from a simple
which G. the orientation correlation function decrease, with 
solution concentration. However in all cases, below a concentration of 
about 30Z there appears to be an upturn in the value of tj^/(n/T).
For C^5 H 32 and Cg H^g this is very pronounced, for it is much
less pronounced.
This upturn could be explained perhaps in terms of an increase in 
G at low concentrations (which is unlikely) or by changing values of 
a or p (which may be the case as dilution changes the molecular con­
formation). Another possibility is the behaviour of the quantity 
G(T^/(n/T))which corresponds to the intercept (in the simple Stokes 
Einitein approximation) divided by (n/T). for the neat alkanes is
negative and small co,.,.ared to the measured values of x^g . U  has
that T can be related to inertial rotation, and would been suggested that can
therefore be a function of temperature only. However a possible 
explanation of the behaviour observed for the alkane solutions is that 
t is also a function of the molecular environment and is modified by 
L intersmlecular torques. Changing the alkane solution concentration
• viscosity and modifies the anvironmentchanges the macroscopic liquid viscosity a
experienced by the molecule. It may be no coincidence that the upturn 
observed at low concentrations is much less for H „  th«. for the
other alkanes, and due to the fact that the variation in viscosity with 
solution concentration for H „  is ~ c h  less than for the other
H.
M I
alkanes.
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A simple analysis of reorientational times obtained by de­
polarised light scattering from both alkane solutions and the neat 
liquids has indicated that superficially at least the Stokes Einstein 
model derived from a simple hydrodynamic model describes the re­
orientational behaviour. However when an attempt is made to analyse 
the results in greater detail a number of problems have arisen.
The parameters G. o, and p have been identified. G the 
orientational correlation parameter, o and p are all functions of 
solution concentration and of temperature, essentially due to the 
flexible nature of the molecules examined. Gap are therefore seen 
to be difficult to separate, indeed at present due to the fact that 
the standard errors on the individual measurements are about 6X
the problem appears to be intractable.
For a flexible molecule it might be more appropriate to develop
a theoretical model in which the quantity Gup is a single parameter 
determined by the molecular flexibility.
4 2.3 N-Alcohols; Neat Liquids^
in this section we examine the results from fits to spectra of
the n-l-alcohols (Figs A.77 to 4.88). The liquids investigated were 
u-undecanol. n-decanol. n-octanol. n-hexanol. n-pentanol. n-butanol and 
u-propanol. These liquids are much more viscous than the corr.spondtng • 
„-alkanes and therefore proved » e h  more difficult to filter. For 
one liquid C,, H , 3  OH it proved impossible to obtain a dust free sampU.
. t-amneraturc range examined the change in In these liquids over the temperature rang
• • • ..h .reater than for the corresponding n-alkane. Theviscosity 18 much greater
. . . . . . . . . . » . <  ' " • *  “
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light is comparable. The much higher viscosity of the n alcohol 
causes the spectra to be much narrower than for the n alka 
These two facts taken together with the manner in which the Fabry ero 
spectrometer operates means that the signal to noise ratio of the 
a-alcohol spectra is Tower than for spectra from the equivalent
„ „ .  « “ • - • " “ 7 ,  n
• ceak half width, and the dip half width (K n/p).varying peak hal
a-alcohols due to the behaviour of the viscos ty -  
temperature range. The spectra are also noisier than tho
V . the fits to the data for Lorentsian plus dip 
alkanes which makes th
less reliable than those for the n-alkanes.
results
» I « 2!!E££Ei „stricted temperature range for
These were obtained only over
,• ds C H OH and »21 “ *t .e  l iq u id s  C ,  .
liquids the spectra were
spectral form of Id.rentsian plus dip.
S U z i A H  PLUS DIP
--------------- *
Cii H j 3 o h 0.2A ± 0.08
Cio »21 ^
0.30 ± 0.05
in the caseof C^l^OH the sample
d the value of R from its true value, probably lowered the vaiu
- 160 -
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Bearing in mind the above * a comparison of these R paraoeters 
with those obtained for the n-alkanes seems to indicate that the R 
parameter for an n-alcohol is greater than that for the equivalent
alkane.
STOKES EINSTEIN RELATION
For OH and OH the reorientational times are
obtained over an order of magnitude of values of n/T. For the 
„-alkanes the range for which the data is obtained is approximately
half an order of magnitude.
For C,, H , 3  o h and H^, OH fits to the ' W n t s i a n  plus dip- 
are only achieved over a restricted range of temperatures. This data 
is fitted to the simple Stokes Einstein s»del. as is the corresponding 
asra from the single lorentsian fits to the same spectra. This is for
the purpose of comparison.
For « 3 3 OH and H33 OH when the single U.rentsian re­
orientation times obtained are plotted over the full range of n/T 
values the distribution takes the form of an upward curving Une.
(Figs A.95, A.97).
t • of this data it is necessary to point out that In an analysis of this uaca
the times obtained from the single Lorentsian fits are invalid in the 
very high viscosity regime observed in these liquids, however the
„O ise le v e l on the spectra prevents a « r e  detailed analysU. The data
d. fits are fitted to the simple linear Stokes from the single Lorentzian fi ^
 ^ hPtter aereement is obtained in a fit using Einstein model, however far better ag
a quadratic term, as shown in Figs 4.95. 4.97.
• for these n-alcohols is curved while forThe Stokes Einstein plot fo
ro h. linear, due probably to the much «sailer the n-alkanes it appears to be linear, oue p
r»ige of values of n/T for the n-alkanes.
-  161 -
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For the other n-alcohols examined from Cg OH to Cj OH the 
spectra get progressively more noisy and so only single Lorentzian 
fits to the data are obtained. The Stokes Einstein plots are shown 
in Figs 4.89 to 4.99 and are » c h  more linear than for H^j OH and
c OH.
The results from the Stokes Einstein fits to the data for the 
n-alcohols are shown in table 4.12.
¥
Sr
■ A:
■ife
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For H23 OH and OH the large negative intercepts from
the Stokes Einstein fit to all the data from the single U.rentaian 
spectral analysis are largely artefacts due to large range of n/T 
values covered by the data. The Stokes Einstein volumes obtained 
from this data are however useful for a Stokes Einstein examination 
of these liquids across the whole temperature range covered. Over 
the restricted temperatures range over which the fits to 'Wentaian 
plus dip" are successful the Stokes Einstein volumes obtained from 
the "Lorentzian plus dip” data are obviously more valid. For the 
C ,  H33 C« and H33 OH data (fitted to the restricted temperature 
talge) and for all the data for the rest of the n-alcohols wtthtn the 
experimental error the intercepts are positive (while for the 
n-alkanes these intercepts are negative). The value of the intercept 
Obtained relative to the ^,3 values for each liquid increases with
decreasing chain length.
As chain length decreases the noise on the spectra increases,
• eit, aooear to become more linear as n-alcoholThe Stokes Einstein fits appear
,b .  t . . .  » >  •
viM, fiecreasing chain length.of n/T decreases with decrease g ^
S.K Haht scattering data obtained for the To successfully analyse the light scatter g
• n of this data with that obtained for the n-alcohols a comparison of this
. The n-l-alcohols consist of an n-alkan
n—nllcAnes is necessary. The n alkanes
„lecule with a single hydrogen atom on one
, „ The volume of the hydroxyl group 1. rather
by a hydroxyl group. The voium ^ — i..
. .1 The net result is that the moleVI- ,-n size to a chain end. The net comparable m  size
, t  .  n-alcohol is comparable to tnat 01cular volume of a n aicono
has one extra carbon atom.
-  169 -
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Table 4.13
COMPARISON OF VOLUMES/STOKES EINSTEIN VOLUMES N-ALKANES/N-ALCOHOLS
successful.
, . M .  . . . j
• chain length i«plyinS that the quantity Gap. the ratio o creasing chain lengu with
a. «.Ka» mnlecular volume decreases w
This is indeed the case as is seen i
decreasing chain leng 
following table.
i;,:
H
•; I
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Table 4.14
Gap obtained from Stokes E instein f i t s
Liquid
Alcohols
Single
Lorentzian
Gap
R estricted 
Lorentzian 
With Dip
Liquid
Alkanes
Gap
lCu“ 23°« I
Cg H „ O H  1 1.11
Cg H^jOH 
Cj H .^OH 
Cg H, OH 
C3 OH
^12''26 
^11^24 
^lo''22 
C9 ^^ 20
^8 ' ' i s  
C7 \ e
^6 "l4  
C5 H^ 2
w •_o (\7 backbone atoms long) 
The values of Gap for che long charns (12
• « i v  1 5 and for the short chains the value fall« are all approximately 1.5 ana
. , , 1 , 0 5  There is a significant difference houever in
approximately 0. .
rate at which the values of Gop f a l l  wi
.  hast be seen by examining the behaviour o f  the ra t io  perhaps best be seen y
I t\ -alkane) (for we com>are the n-lGap(r>'l •'tBhol)/Gop( alkanej
h-alkane).
i
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The results are as follows - 
Table 4.15
* For these ratios the values for Gap for the n-alcohols are obtained 
from Stokes Einstein fits to "Lorentriàn plus dip" fits to spectra 
taken over a fixed temperature range.
The scatter on the values of the ratios obtained are large but 
this arises from the fact that in this ratio the scatter is the 
combined scatter on the Gap values from both alcohols and alkanes. 
However a fairly general principle arises. For the long chain lengths 
the ratio approximates to one. which perhaps implies for alkanes and 
alcohols, despite the enormously differing visco.ities of the liquid, 
there is an equivalence in the reorientational behaviour.
For the shorter chain length, the value of the ratio rise, sharply 
perhaps implying that the short chain alcohol molecule, are locked far 
more into the hydrodynamic structure of the liquid th«. the corre.- 
ponding n-alkane molecule.
- 172 -
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Reasons vh, this should he so. are not difficult to envisage.
For the short chain alcohol «lecules there is the possibility of the 
for»ation of end-to-end di«ers by hydrogen bonding. In the longer 
chain liquids the hydroxyl groups are separated by a fat greater 
distance on average and so the probability of di«erisation in the long 
chain liquids is ouch less than for the short chain liquids.
Another possible reason hinges on the flexibility of the alcohol 
alhane chain molecules. In a flexible «lecule it is possible that the 
«.tion probed by depolarised light scattering is not a whole mole­
cular reorientation but a reorientation of a portion of the molecule. 
The reorientation of the smlecular portion is still controlled by the 
macroscopic viscosity of the liquid, however as it is only a portion 
of the molecule, the chain ends (and hence for the n-l-alcohols the 
OH group) play little part in the »tion probed. For a shorter mole­
cule the flexibility inherent in the molecular structure is much 
reduced and reorientation becomes progressively more that of the whole 
aolecule. The group therefore play, a greater part in molecular 
„orientation for the short chain «.lecules than for the long chain
molecules.
m ,. . .  , n  p o - W  •■»»■“ ' I » “  ■“  “ ■
» 1-K.re is no comprehensive theoreticalnot discussed here. At present there is no comp
description of depolarised light scattering from flexible molecules.
All the data so far presented ha. been discussed in term, of the
parameters C. u and p. In •
„  a greater or lesser ext«.t. function, of molecular conformation, 
prove that G. a and p are not simply separable.
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4.2.4 Iso Octane; 224 Trimethyl Pentane
Because «»lecular confonaatlon plays an important part in 
«.lecular reorientation, it is very difficult to obtain a completely 
satisfactory interpretation of the reorientation times determined 
from depolarised light scattering for flexible molecules. The 
isomers of the alkanes should be far less flexible than the n-alkanes 
and so information from light scattering on the isomers should aid 
interpretation of the light scattering data from the n-alkanes.
only one liquid was e»u»ined in this short study. A sample of 
the iso octane, 224 trimethyl pentane was prepared by standard
filtering techniques.
The optical anisotropy of 224 trimethyl pentane is much lower 
than that of n-octane, and therefore the depolarised light scattering 
intensity is lower and the spectral noise is » c h  greater than for
n“ OCtane.
initial analysis indicated that the spectra were very broad, 
tn the analysis of the data from this liquid, very large free spectral 
ranges of approximately 730 GHz and 1500 GH* were used which corre, 
pond to étalon spacing, of approximately 0.02 cm and 0.01 cm 
„spectively. These free spectral ranges were measured by proyection
of the étalon diffraction pattern onto a screen while shining a laser
«■ rAlculatloD froiB th*t p*ttem. through the étalon and measurement and calculati
The reorientafional frequencies observed r«>ged from 150 Œ z
at 91 “c to 40 ® z  at 25 “c (Fig 4.99).
in the data for the low temperature, the spectral fit. for
approximately the same temperature, obtained using differ
. . . , „ . 1 . . . . .  I “
. . .  .H .»  .1 »  U V U .  *“  I V » “ “ “  >•
» . .  » .  . w . .  *■
mora detail.
158,
SINGLE LORENTZIAN FITS
f ig  4« 99
F.S.R. -1488CH«
• F.S.R. -73B.8GH«
2,2,4 TRIMETHYL PENT/VNE
0
T
S 8 «  5  S  «  P
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results
Stokes E instein  Relation
A Stokes Einstein plot is shown in Fig 4.100. Owing to the 
large scatter on the data the error on the Stokes Einstein volumes 
obtained is very large. The values of the intercept obtained have 
such a large error that they are of little significance. The data
is expressed in table 4.16.
Table 4.16
Results From 
Data Fits At
Stokes Einstein Intercept (ps)
0 3  1 1Volume A 1 1
1490 GHz FSR 15.07 1 ■^•27
731 GHz FSR 46.34 1 '
All Results 29.18 1
An average value of the Stokes Einstein volume for 224 trimethyl 
pentane is 30 “a ^ f 16 and for the intercept -0.9 t 0.8 ps.
compared to the smlecular volume of the «-octane molecule 
(calculated from Courtaulds atomic molecules) and the observed Stokes 
Einstein volume for n-octane. the Stokes Einstein volume for 224 
trimethyl pentane is very small as shown in table 4.17.
’JiW.- * i
%  Í
Table  4.17
Stokes E instein  Volumes
224 Trimethyl 
Pentane
0330 ± 16 A
N-Octane
03
134 ± 2 A
Molecular
Volume
Octane
03154 A
and may
.» i-iirms of the quantity Gap, the ratio of the be interpreted in terms ot rne 4
- 176 '
observed Stokes E instein volume to  the molecular volume,
Table 4»18
Gap
224 Trimethyl 
Pentane
N-Octane
0.195 ± .104 0.87 ± .013
The differences between Gap for n-octane and the isomer can 
only be successfully explained in terms of the behaviour of the 
parameter a. The isomer molecule is very much more globular in shape 
than the n-alkane molecule, and would tend to rotate within its own 
volume in the medium, interacting less with the surrounding sml.cul.s 
than the macroscopic viscosity would suggest. The differences are 
very striking, indicating there is a fundamental difference between t e 
reorientation of flexible molecules and that of small rigid, or ,uasi
rigid molecules.
. . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . .  “ “  Z ‘ThP half widths measured tor rxr%t sinele Lorentzians. The naii the spectra are not single uo
• , 1 inn GHz This value is not too differentthis liquid were typically 100 GHZ. This
red for pentane, whilst for pentane, the spectralfrom the values measured for pencan
analysis is straightforward.
HOW for small anisotropic «ilecules the depolarised Kayl.igH
spectrum can be conveniently separated into two parts. -
.rentzian in shape and is associated with the inherent mole.l r
V i e  I the colli.ion.1 wing is axponential in shape,
anisotropy while Icoj,!,. „p.ratioo depends on
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reorientational «.tion. Without the t i «  scle eeperetion the ei»pl. 
analysis breaks down and there is a contribution to the spectrum
resulting from coupled reorientational/collisional motion.
For pentane - the reorientational frequency is ^ 60 GHr and 
„ . the time scale of the collisional motion is 30 cm"' 900 GHz.
uling the expression due to Irvine and Bimbaum a value for the maas 
of the colliding entities can le calculated for the n alkanes and 
shown to be approximately 19 amu, the mass of a chain end.
For the isomer examined, the «.lecule is much more globular in 
shape and could be described as being quasi rigid. The colliding 
entities in this liquid are therefore likely to be ~ c h  larger than 
in the case of the n-alkane liquid, and may be the whole molecule.
This would give for the isomer (224 TUP)
0, -V. 13 cm"^ 390 GHz
0
and as f, the reorientational frequency 100 GHz the tine scale 
separatiL for the isomer would be approximately a factor of 3.9.
while for n-pentane the same separation is 15.
It is likely that the reorientational Lorentzian spectrum rs
Sitting on top of a collisional spectrum which has a tism scale auch
. r-, the soectra are no longer appropriate,
that single Lorentzian fi s , ,, .re
, - ftifferetit free •p6ctr*l rang
The different results obtained f . . .  ,,„.1
a if this is the case. However, the noise lev what would be expected if this
A at-« fitting of spectra to Lorentaian on the spectra prevented an adequate fitting
. »  > »  » ‘- VAlso if the simple analysis
u . . . . . . .
depends on a separation of reorientational and colli.io 
not appropriate.
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Therefore an examination of the depoUriaed Rayleigh apectra for 
the varioua iaomera of the alkane moleculea and a compariaon with the 
n-alkanea ahould give a large amount of information about how 
molecular flexibility affecta molecular reorientation. Thia effect
is apparently very significant.
He would auggeat that a future programme of work on light
scattering from the alkanea ahould include a atudy of the laomera.
TO obtain an adequate apectral analyaia for theae liquida it ^ y  prove 
neceaaary to uae a monochromator to accurately aeparate the time 
scalea of collisional and reorientational motion and to inveatigkte 
the contribution to the apectra from c o llia io n a l/reorientational
coupling.
f ^
j
1
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5 SUHMAFV OF CONCLUSIONS MTI. Slir(a>STTONS FOR FOKTHER « 0 «
5 . 1  Results From Spectral Fits - A Sumaai^
F,o» the results of sections 4.2.1 (n-.lkanes: ne.t liquids).
4.2.2 (n-alkanes: solu tions in carbon tetrach lorid e) and 4.2.3 
( „ -a lc o h o ls : neat liq u id s ) a number o f  points are evident about a
Stokes Einstein analysis of the data.
The Stokes E instein  equation provides a useful approach to  an 
analysis o f  the data, giving a quantity, the Stokes E instein volume, 
„h ich  can he interpreted in  terms o f the dynamic behaviour o f  the 
.« .le cu le  in  the liq u id . The quantity obtained. GapV may be in ter­
preted with some success fo r  r ig id  molecules because G. a . « id  
p are separable in so lu tion  measurements, as G is  a function o f  con­
cen tration  and a and p are essen tia lly  functions o f  the molecular
r* Vnr f le x ib le  m olecules, ie . thosegeometry which remains fix ed . For f le x io i
r  .nd o are not simply separable in  the solution  considered here. G. o and p are not simp
fo r  f le x ib le  m olecules.Thia is  because a and p are, measurements. This is  oei.«
a lso  a function  o f  concentration as the molecular shape is  d ire ct ly  
rela ted  to  the molecular conformation which changes with solution
concentration .
.  » . . .1  1 . *• ■
, * i . , i h i l i t v  and i s  re la ted  to the m ole- 
determined by the molecular f le x ib i l i t y .
cu lar environment.
*  further problem a rises  from the d iffe re n t spectra l a n a ly se  
used. For the low v is co s ity  l iq u id , the corre la tion  tim e, used in
■ f i r .  are obtained from single Lorentti«. (one the Stokes Einstein f i t s  are ootai
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fits to the spectre. In the case of the higher viscosity n-.Icohols 
it is evident that the two variable fits are xnadequate in the very 
high viscosity regi« in which the dip is not observed. For liquids 
for which spectra are observable over a large viscosity range, (1) 
it has been found necessary to fit the spectra to a fora resulting 
froa a "three variable" theory. The liquids examined in this study 
were of a high optical anisotropy (and hence scattered a large 
a^nnt of light) and the spectra were "double" fitted to a three . , 
variable «.del ie. two spectra were tahen with the liquid in identical
rheraodynaaic states, but with the Fabry-Perot spectroaeter at
Thi» three variable model describes different free spectral ranges. The three var
- . . . b » . « . " “• 
u 1. .... 1. ." •" •“
.<  . . .  ...• • •  " "
birefringence aeasureaents).
in this thesis all the R paraaeters obtained are froa fits to
fiste to a two variable aodel of depolarised Rayleigh the spectra appropriate to a two . . .
•th all other two variable fits to depolarised spectra. In coaaon with all other
or to have a weaR teaperature dependence. In the three varia e
-1 R is found to be a strong function 
approach used by Chappell et .1 d )  »
, decreasing with teaperature.of absolute teaperature, decreasi g
V -aad have been found to be a strong function of The R values obtained have been to
Chain length, decreasing with decreasing chain l«.gth. except per^P. 
in the case of the n-alcohols for which the R par«.ters were obtained
1 n-decanol. However the results for n
only for n-undecanol, and n
V.,«.. were soaewhat inconclusive due to the ,x>or quality of the
liquid sample investigated experimentally.
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section 4.1 provides an examnation of result, obtained from 
an analysis of depolarised Rayleigh spectra recorded using a double 
grating .»nochromator. The result, for the half width of the central 
Lorentzian obtained with this instrument agree well with the half 
widths obtained using the Fabry Perot interferometer. The result, 
for the collisional portion of the spectrum indicate that the optical 
anisotropy and time scale of this portion of the spectrum are such 
that interaction induced phenomena in the n-alkanes are associated with
motion of the chain ends.
in our examination of the spectra of flexible molecule, we 
have therefore arrived at a separation of the spectra into two 
components. One an intrinsic component is associated with molecular 
reorientation. U. reorientation of the whole molecule, the other 
interaction induced component is associated with collisional p 
which for the n-alhanes appear to be due to the motion of the chain 
ends. The collisional motion may be interpreted a. a translational
diffusion process of the chain ends.
in section 4.2.4 the octane isomer. 224 trimethyl pentane was
examined. This .«lecule has a very « » U  optical «.isotropy, also 
it is al«.st globular in shape. The molecule therefore reorientate. 
™ c h  faster than it. isomer n-octane. and with the small optical 
anisotropy this give, a broad noisy U.rent.i«. due to the intrinsic 
component in the depolarised Rayleigh spectrum. A problem arise, for 
this liquid in the interpretation of the data. For the n-alRane. t e 
evidence is that the colli.ional motion is associated with the chain 
ends. For the isomer 224 grimethyl pent«« it is UAely that the 
entity involved in colli.ional motion would be the whole mo ecu e. 
would result in a much narrower interaction induced component.
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Because the intrinsic component is much htoader than for the 
corresponding n-alkane the time scale separation between the re 
orientational and collisional motion which exists for the n-alkane 
does not exist for the isomer. This implies that for the isomer 
extra features may appear in the spectra due to coupled reorientafional 
collisional motion. However the noise on the spectra obtained
prevented an examination of this possibility.
Patterson and Carroll (2) examined depolarised Raylei^ spectra 
from a number of n-alkanes and alkane isomers. They reasoned that for 
,.«11 alkanes, that as the intrinsic molecular anisotropy decreases 
with decreasing «.lecular size, and increasing branching the 
.orentzian component of the spectra may he due to interaction induced 
effects. Hadden (3) calculated the depolarised Rayleigh spectrum for 
isotropic molecules, in a model in which scattering is by pairs of 
density fluctuations and the central region of the spectrum is 
Lorentzian with a line width given by
5.1
f j - 2 D  K,
D is the translational self diffusion coefficient.
is the magnitude of the scattering vector at the maximum
il the centre of the mass structure factor.
This translational diffusion central U.rentzian is present in 
spectra for all U,uids. however for «>st li,uids it is masked by the 
reorientational diffusion component due to the intrinstc molecular
anisotropy.
Patterson «»d Carroll use this approach in their ana ysis o 
light scattering times obtained for the n-alkanes and br«.chad alkies, 
The translational self diffusion coefficients were determxned by t e
w and K was detarmined by X-ray scattaring.UMR spin echo method and
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Patterson and Carroll's results indicate that for the n-alkanes 
the spectra are due to rotational diffusion (essentially equivalent to 
our analysis of the n-alhanes: neat liquid data). For the highly 
branched alkanes the results indicate that the nolecular re- 
orientational rate is s».ch s»re rapid than for the equivalent n- 
alkane (which is an observation in agreeisent with our resulM f 
224 triisethyl pentane). Patterson and Carroll interpret this as 
indicating that for the highly branched alkanes, the central 
Lorentzian component of the spectra is an interactio
phenomenon characterised hy translational diffusion.
14.0 the sinele isomer examined mour approach to the results for the singi
rhis thesis is to identify a »lecular rotatioi-l friction constant 
o »hichisastrong function of ».lecular shape and modifies r o t a t ^ l
„lobulara molecule (the more highly branched diffusion. The more globular a mo
an alkane chain) the closer o is to zero.
Both our approach, and that of Patterson and Carroll
orientational/collisional motion.
. Aar» R is found to be 1 of the n-alkane solution data R is row»In the analysis of tne n •
• 1 to the solution volume concentration in
approximately proportional to
The solution data nas
agreement with the predictions of theory )•
also provided us with an indication of the true complexi y
for flexible molecules, particularly of t e Einstein behaviour for flexibi
t.r Goo in solution measurements, of d 
separability of the parameter Cop „„„.tion
To be able to effect such a separation
M o o  Such information may be provided by 
with solution concentration. Such , , , m  that
■___ scattering (?)• i* particular y us
information can be obtained down to very low solution concentrât .
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li*
(< XX), while for depolarised light scattering spectral noise an 
parasitic scattering appear to limit measurements to concentrations
above about lOX•
It is perhaps important to note that low concentration solution 
work is of great relevance to computer simulation, for most of the 
simulations so far are not for chain molecules in a fluid of 
themselves hut for chain molecules dissolved in rather simpler model
fluids.
5^2 The Stokes Einstein Relation
^ ’comparison of Results from Spectral Fits with Theoretical Modelling. 
Evans and Knauss (as discussed in chapter 2) simulated n
• . varietv of techniques. Results were obtainedalkane chains using a variety or
f „ m  a Brownian dynamics simultion, (A) using a model for the 
rorsional characteristics of the chain which is an extension of the 
.„tational isomeric model of Flory. The n-alkanes examined were 
liquids from n-hutane to n-undecane and the results obtained were
orientational correlation times for first and second tank 
for the different possible modes of molecular notion. The results 
„ere expressed in terms of reduced units which are related to the 
Stokes Rinstein friction constant for a single backbone atom. The
results may be converted into time units by multiplying by 
C3sh3n/KT) Where h (- 1.3A J) is tbe diameter of a single backbone 
Eead. The results may be converted to volume units by the »Itipl
significant point about these theoretical result, is that in 
Changing from one model of torUonal «>tion to another, the v.ues of 
Che correlation time, obtain«! change signiil-tiy Ai«> ch«.ging 
r,« value, of the torsional potential. signific«itly ch«.ge. the
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cotreUtion ti«s. Vlhen the results obtained ate so sensitive to 
the for» and detail of so »an, of the para»eters involved in the 
si»ulations. one has to be confident that the input data selected for
the simulation is correct#
Evans and Knauss identify the Q - 1 »ode. first har»onic 
correlation ti»e as that closest to the overall »olecular orUntation
ti»e. The calculation of this was performed for a number of
Kop. ftf nolecules. They choose the Bu - 5 potential potentials for a number of molecules. y
(6 - 1/KT) as being the s»st appropriate and obtained results for 
this potential by interpolation between results obtained for 6u - 0.
4. 8 and - (rigid body) and compared correlation times calculated 
„•th those obtained experimentally for the 1 bromoalkanes and find
reasonable agreement.
We have c a lc u la t e d ,from Evans and Knauss*s data,Stokes Einstein 
volumes for the n-alkanes examined for the 6u - 5 and Bu - - (rigid 
chain case) potentials, shown in table 5.1.
Table 5.1
stokes Einstein Volume (simulation)
No of Bonds Liquid Bu - 5
Bu
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Table 5.2
Liquid Stokes E instein  Volume (lig h t  scatterin g)
H i2 49 ± 2
“l4 1 66 ± 1.5 P
“l6 94 ± 3
°3
«20 1 175 ± 3 A°3
«24 1 239 ± 5
The difference between the Stokes Einstein volumes obtained from
the simulation, and those obtained by light scattering is that the
simulation results give the purely dynamic quantity, while for
light scattering using a coherent probe one measures the dynamic
quantity modified by the orientational correlation.
Simply the simulation results represent the quantity apV. and
results represent the quantity GapV. For the the light scattering results repress
( » > " ■  >“
being approximately two for
r u and C H  ^ (for which C “ 1)
For the alkanes ^6 14 7 16
comparison of the results from the simulation, with those from the 
light scattering reveals that the values of Stoke. Einstein volume.
from light scattering lie approximately midway between the result, rom
. » » indicating perhaps that a torsionalaimulation. for Bu - 5 «.d Bu - - indicating p
A choose as being the mostpotential of 6 - 5 which Evan, and Knaus. choo.
observed light scattering appropriate, ia too weak to explain the observed
results.
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For C, the light scattering Stokes Einstein volume lies closer 
to the volume from the simulation for Bu - perhaps an indication of 
the increasing value of the G parameter for the n-alkanes above Cg H^g.
Therefore there is fair agreement between the results from 
simulations and results from our light scattering experiments. We will 
not pursue a deeper analysis of this point as there is a strictly 
limited amount of data for comparison. Also there is the fact that 
the torsional potential which Evans and Knauss use in their simulations 
is very simple, having equal potential wells and equal potential peaks. 
Despite this,Evans and Knauss’s theoretical modelling provides the only 
data which can be compared to experimental results and we find their
contribution extremely useful.
5 3  Suggestions for Future Work
In our analysis of the light scattering correlation times from
the n-alkane solutions and pure liquids we have arrived at a 
combination of parameters Gap which we are at present unable to 
separate, at least partially due to the problem of molecular 
flexibility. The problem of separability may be overcome by investiga­
ting molecular liquids which are related to the n-alkanes but consist 
of less flexible molecules. Obvious candidate molecules are the 
alkies, which are given an extra degree of rigidity given by a double 
bond. The molecular shape would be less of a function of tmsperature 
and of solution concentration than for the alkanes and correspondingly 
the data obtained from such a study should be easier to interprat th«.
that for the n-alkanes.
- T«» 4« likely that a n-alkena molaculeA further point is of note. It is likely cna
will be less coiled up in the neat liquid th«> the equivalent n-alk«.e
,m,l.cule due to the extra degree of rigidity. On average therefore the
o
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1 U ka more extended than the n-alkane molecule,n-alkene molecule should be more excenaea
^ ^ f r i c t i o n a l  constant and This should increase the quantities ,
p the Perrin factor. «  is  likely therefore that the observed Stokes 
Einstein volume for a n-alkene «.lecnle will be greater than that of
the equivalent n~alkane.
From our analysis of the light scattering data for the octane 
iso«r 224 tri^ethyl pentane we have concluded that there is a very 
large difference between the value of the frictional con.t».t a for the 
isoler and that for the n-alkane. Therefore a study of the correl-
which s«y enable a separation of the quantities G. o and p to be »ade.
For the alkanes above octane interpretation of the data nay be quite 
eonplicated due to the fact that for these liquids G > 1 and G is 
likely to be dependent on the particular isoner. For those below
octane G is likely to be one.
For the nore globular isoners there is also the possibility that 
there nay be contributions to the spectra due to coupled reorrenta- 
tional collisional notion. The possibility of this needs to be 
exanined by inspection of the spectral wings using a double gr.txng 
spectroneter. «  is also likely that for the isoners the entités 
involved in collisional notion are quite different fron the chain 
uhich we believe are responsible for colli.ional «.tion in the n-
alkanes.
. j o "two variable” spectra fit areThe R parameters obtained using
v-ities of R are obtained only over ,l,K,.t independent of tenperature. Value.
„ . r i v e l y  snail tenperature ranges. '■Three variable., fit. have . e n  
Obtained < D  over a large viscosity r«.ge. » a  for these fit. t 
Found to be a strong function of absolute tenperature. It would there 
Fore be appropriate to develop a three variable fitting procedure «.d
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to re-examine the spectra from the n-alkanes for which R parameters 
have been obtained. Also if the problem of spectral noise could be 
solved it would be useful to re-examine the spectra of the n-alcohols. 
The large viscosity variation with temperature of these liquids would 
provide both a useful test of a three variable fitting procedure and 
would give values of R parameters over a large range of possible
spectral shapes.
Therefore there are a large number of ways in which this work 
could develop in the future. All of these are potentially fruitful, 
all of these should help to develop a better understanding of the 
motions of flexible molecules in the liquid state.
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